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PREFACE

Getting the Deal Through is delighted to publish the twelfth edition 
of Restructuring & Insolvency, which is available in print, as an e-book 
and online at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Getting the Deal Through provides international expert analysis in 
key areas of law, practice and regulation for corporate counsel, cross-
border legal practitioners, and company directors and officers. 

Throughout this edition, and following the unique Getting the Deal 
Through format, the same key questions are answered by leading 
practitioners in each of the jurisdictions featured. Our coverage this 
year includes new chapters on China, Japan and Korea. 

Getting the Deal Through titles are published annually in print. 
Please ensure you are referring to the latest edition or to the online 
version at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Every effort has been made to cover all matters of concern to 
readers. However, specific legal advice should always be sought from 
experienced local advisers. 

Getting the Deal Through gratefully acknowledges the efforts of all 
the contributors to this volume, who were chosen for their recognised 
expertise. We also extend special thanks to the contributing editors, 
Catherine Balmond and Katharina Crinson of Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer, for their continued assistance with this volume.

London
November 2018

Preface
Restructuring & Insolvency 2019
Twelfth edition
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Japan
Taro Awataguchi
Anderson Mori & Tomotsune

General

1 Legislation

What main legislation is applicable to insolvencies and 
reorganisations? 

In Japan, there are mainly four types of legal insolvency proceedings: 
• bankruptcy proceeding; 
• special liquidation proceeding;
• civil rehabilitation proceeding; and 
• corporate reorganisation proceeding. 

Bankruptcy and special liquidation are proceedings for liquidation and 
winding up of the debtor, while civil rehabilitation and corporate reor-
ganisation are proceedings for revitalisation of the debtor’s business. 

These legal insolvency proceedings do not commence unless they 
are petitioned to the competent district courts. 

This chapter will focus on corporate reorganisation, civil rehabili-
tation and bankruptcy unless there is a need to refer to other proceed-
ings. The focus will be on companies (corporations), not individuals, 
as the debtor. 

2 Excluded entities and excluded assets

What entities are excluded from customary insolvency or 
reorganisation proceedings and what legislation applies to 
them? What assets are excluded or exempt from claims of 
creditors?

Bankruptcy and civil rehabilitation may be utilised by any type of entity, 
including companies and individuals. Corporate reorganisation and 
special liquidation are available only to stock corporations. This rule 
has long been applied to Japanese corporations only; however, in recent 
cases, overseas corporations established under Panama, Singapore and 
the Netherlands have been subject to the corporate reorganisation in 
Japan under the Tokyo District Court. As these overseas corporations 
are subsidiaries of other reorganisation companies, it was necessary 
to also involve these overseas subsidiaries under Japanese corporate 
reorganisation in order to achieve harmonised business reorganisation. 

Assets belonging to the trust property of the debtor are not included 
in the estate of the debtor subject to bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or 
corporate reorganisation.

3 Public enterprises

What procedures are followed in the insolvency of a 
government-owned enterprise? What remedies do creditors 
of insolvent public enterprises have?

There is no special procedure for insolvency of a government-owned 
enterprise, and hence, such an enterprise is subject to the aforemen-
tioned insolvency proceedings. 

4 Protection for large financial institutions

Has your country enacted legislation to deal with the financial 
difficulties of institutions that are considered ‘too big to fail’? 

Yes – the Deposit Insurance Act, etc. 

5 Courts and appeals

What courts are involved? What are the rights of appeal from 
court orders? Does an appellant have an automatic right of 
appeal or must it obtain permission? Is there a requirement to 
post security to proceed with an appeal? 

The four legal insolvency proceedings must be petitioned to the district 
courts that have competent jurisdiction over the case. Practically, most 
of the important insolvency cases (especially cross-border cases) are 
handled by the Tokyo District Court. 

Once the court issues an order, this order can be appealed against 
only if a right of appeal is stipulated by the relevant laws. In general, the 
appeal does not need court permission or security deposit. 

Types of liquidation and reorganisation processes

6 Voluntary liquidations

What are the requirements for a debtor commencing a 
voluntary liquidation case and what are the effects?

Bankruptcy proceedings commence if the court finds that, because 
of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor is generally and continuously 
unable to pay its debts as they become due, or the debtor’s liabilities 
exceed its assets.

The trustee is appointed by the court as of the commencement of 
the bankruptcy proceeding. The power to (i) manage or dispose of the 
debtor’s assets; (ii) elect to assume or reject an executory contract; and 
(iii) exercise the right of avoidance (against fraudulent transfer, prefer-
ence, etc) belong solely to the court-appointed trustee. The trustee is 
appointed by the court from among the insolvency practitioners.

7 Voluntary reorganisations

What are the requirements for a debtor commencing a 
voluntary reorganisation and what are the effects? 

Civil rehabilitation 
Civil rehabilitation proceedings commence if the court finds that:
• there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor 

becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due;

• there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets; 
or 

• the debtor is unable to pay its debts as they become due without 
causing significant hindrance to the continuation of its business. 

In civil rehabilitation, the debtor-in-possession (DIP) can continue 
running the business (ie, in principle, the trustee is not appointed by 
the court). The power to (i) run the business of the debtor company, 
(ii) manage or dispose of the assets thereof, and (iii) elect to assume 
or reject an executory contract belongs to the DIP; however, the DIP 
does not have the right of avoidance. The supervisor is appointed by 
the court as a watchdog on the DIP and has the power of avoidance if so 
admitted by the court. Secured creditors are not stayed from exercising 
their security interests in principle. However, exceptionally, secured 
creditors may become subject to a suspension order by the court hav-
ing the effect of a temporary stay. Also, under certain conditions, the 
security interest may be extinguished by the court. 
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Corporate reorganisation
Corporate reorganisation proceedings commence if the court finds 
that:
• there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor 

becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due; 

• there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets; 
or 

• the debtor is unable to pay its debts as they become due without 
causing significant hindrance to the continuation of its business. 

In corporate reorganisation, the trustee is appointed by the court as 
of the commencement of the proceedings. The power to (i) run the 
business of the debtor company, (ii) manage or dispose of the assets 
thereof, (iii) elect to assume or reject an executory contract, and (iv) 
exercise the right of avoidance (against fraudulent transfer, preference, 
etc) belong solely to the court-appointed trustee. Secured creditors are 
stayed from exercising their security interests, and the value of the col-
lateral as of the commencement will be paid in accordance with the 
reorganisation plan. 

Traditionally, the trustee in corporate reorganisation has been 
appointed by the court from among the experienced insolvency prac-
titioners. However, since 2010, the Tokyo District Court initiated a 
‘quasi-DIP’ practice in corporate reorganisation, where even a cur-
rent manager (for example, the representative director (CEO)) may be 
appointed as the trustee if the following four conditions are met:
• there is no problem in the existing managers as to responsibility for 

illegal acts, etc in management of the debtor company;
• the main creditors do not oppose the appointment of the current 

manager as the trustee;
• if there is a sponsor-to-be (ie, a third party that is to acquire the 

business of, or new shares to be issued by, the debtor company), 
such a sponsor-to-be agrees and acknowledges the appointment of 
the current manager as the trustee; and

• there are no circumstances under which fair operation of the 
corporate reorganisation proceeding will not be prejudiced by 
involvement in management of the debtor company by the current 
managers.

Key differences 
The key differences between civil rehabilitation and corporate reor-
ganisation are, as in the aforementioned, whether the trustee is always 
appointed and whether exercise of security interest shall be stayed. 
Under the corporate reorganisation, the trustee is always appointed, 
and the exercise of security interest is stayed during the whole 
proceeding.

8 Successful reorganisations

How are creditors classified for purposes of a reorganisation 
plan and how is the plan approved? Can a reorganisation plan 
release non-debtor parties from liability, and, if so, in what 
circumstances?

The treatment of creditors differs between civil rehabilitation and cor-
porate reorganisation. 

In civil rehabilitation, only one class is permitted under the law – all 
of the unsecured creditors. 

For affirmative resolution of the rehabilitation plan, both of the fol-
lowing is necessary: 
• Headcounts: a simple majority (that is, exceeding half of the num-

ber of the unsecured creditors (voting right holders)); and 
• Amounts: half or more of the aggregate claim amount of the unse-

cured creditors.

Under civil rehabilitation, there is no cramdown system.
The rehabilitation plan, even if approved by the creditors, becomes 

effective only when the court’s confirmation order thereon becomes 
final and non-appealable. 

In corporate reorganisation, theoretically many classes may be 
established; however, under the prevalent practice, only two classes are 
established by the court for the plan voting: a class of all the secured 
creditors and a class of all the unsecured creditors.

The requirements for approval of the reorganisation plan are as 
follows:

• class of unsecured creditors: a simple majority (that is, exceeding 
half ) of the aggregate claim amount of the unsecured creditors.

• class of secured creditors:
• two-thirds or more of the aggregate claim amount of the 

secured creditors, if only the maturity dates of their claims are 
modified by the plan;

• three-quarters or more of the aggregate claim amount of 
the secured creditors, if their rights are affected by the plan 
by means of a discharge of a part or all of the secured claim 
amount or otherwise, other than mere alteration of the matu-
rity dates; and

• nine-tenths or more of the secured creditors, in the event the 
plan contemplates liquidation.

Under corporate reorganisation, there is a cramdown system. If the 
plan is voted down by either of the classes, then the court may termi-
nate the corporate reorganisation proceeding and convert the case to 
straight bankruptcy. However, if the court deems it appropriate, the 
court may amend and confirm the plan in the following manner:
• with respect to a secured creditor, keep the lien in place to secure 

the secured claim, or pay the secured claim with the net sales pro-
ceeds upon sale of the collateral for not less than the court-deter-
mined fair market value (as evaluated free and clear);

• pay to an unsecured creditor an amount equivalent to the distribu-
tion in the event of straight bankruptcy; and pay to a shareholder 
an amount equivalent to the distribution in the event of liquidation;

• pay the fair market value of the claim as determined by the court; 
or

• provide other fair and equitable protection to the creditors.

The reorganisation plan, if approved by the creditors and confirmed by 
the court, becomes immediately effective even before the court’s con-
firmation order thereon becomes final and non-appealable.

9 Involuntary liquidations

What are the requirements for creditors placing a debtor 
into involuntary liquidation and what are the effects? Once 
the proceeding is opened, are there material differences to 
proceedings opened voluntarily? 

A creditor may file petition for bankruptcy and the court may com-
mence bankruptcy if it finds that, because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor is generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due, or the debtor’s liabilities exceed its assets.

A shareholder may not file for bankruptcy.
After the commencement of bankruptcy, there is no material dif-

ference between a voluntary case and an involuntary case. 

10 Involuntary reorganisation

What are the requirements for creditors commencing an 
involuntary reorganisation and what are the effects? Once the 
proceeding is opened, are there any material differences to 
proceedings opened voluntarily? 

A creditor may file petition for civil rehabilitation and the court may 
commence civil rehabilitation if it finds that, there is a risk that, 
because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor becomes generally and 
continuously unable to pay its debts as they become due, or there is a 
risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets. 

A shareholder may not file for civil rehabilitation.
A creditor or creditors holding aggregate claims equal to 10 per 

cent or more of the paid-in capital of the debtor may file for corporate 
reorganisation and the court may commence corporate reorganisation 
if it finds that there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts 
as they become due, or there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come 
to exceed its assets. 

A shareholder or shareholders holding 10 per cent or more of the 
total voting rights may also file petition for corporate reorganisation. 

After the commencement of civil rehabilitation or corporate reor-
ganisation, there is no material difference between a voluntary case 
and an involuntary case. 
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11 Expedited reorganisations

Do procedures exist for expedited reorganisations (eg, 
‘prepackaged’ reorganisations)?

Yes. Under Japanese recent practice, there are many cases (especially 
civil rehabilitation cases) where the acquirer of the debtor’s business 
(under Japanese prevalent practice, called a ‘sponsor’) is selected by 
the debtor (in most cases, through a bid process) before or right after 
the petition for civil rehabilitation and the debtor’s business is sold 
to the sponsor on an expedited basis before formulation or voting of 
the draft of the rehabilitation plan. This mechanism is much different 
from the ‘prepacked’ or ‘prearranged’ filing or the 363 sale under the US 
Chapter 11 in many aspects; however, business rehabilitation through 
business transfer (asset sale) outside of the rehabilitation plan is com-
mon under Japanese practice. 

12 Unsuccessful reorganisations

How is a proposed reorganisation defeated and what is the 
effect of a reorganisation plan not being approved? What if the 
debtor fails to perform a plan?

As described above, even if the plan is not approved, the cramdown 
system would work under corporate reorganisation (civil rehabilitation 
does not have a cramdown system). 

If the debtor fails to perform the plan during corporate reorgani-
sation or civil rehabilitation proceedings, the case will be converted to 
bankruptcy. However, in some cases, (the trustee of ) the debtor will try 
to amend the plan (propose a revised plan to the creditors and have the 
plan voted for) in order to avoid the conversion to bankruptcy. 

13 Corporate procedures

Are there corporate procedures for the dissolution of 
a corporation? How do such processes contrast with 
bankruptcy proceedings?

Yes. Special liquidation is used when, after a shareholders’ resolution 
for dissolution of the company has been passed, it is found or suspected 
that the company has an excess of debts over assets and will not be 
able to complete a normal dissolution. Special liquidation is not suit-
able for a company where the resolution for dissolution in the share-
holders’ meeting may not be easy to obtain considering the number of 
shareholders. Under special liquidation, the debtor will enter into an 
amicable settlement with the respective creditors, or, have a plan of 
payment approved by the creditors (exceeding a simple majority of the 
headcount and two-thirds of the claim amount) and confirmed by the 
court. If the special liquidation fails, the proceeding will be converted 
to bankruptcy. 

14 Conclusion of case

How are liquidation and reorganisation cases formally 
concluded?

Bankruptcy proceedings are concluded when the court orders ter-
mination of bankruptcy after completion of the final distribution to 
the creditors (or, if the distribution is no longer possible, the court 
orders discontinuance of bankruptcy and the order becomes final and 
non-appealable). 

Civil rehabilitation proceedings are concluded when the court 
issues an order of termination, which shall be issued when the rehabili-
tation plan is all performed, or three years have passed since the court’s 
confirmation order becomes final and non-appealable. 

Corporate reorganisation proceedings are concluded when the 
court issues an order of termination, which shall be issued when (i) 
the reorganisation plan is all performed, (ii) two-thirds or more of the 
monetary claims under the reorganisation plan have been paid to the 
creditors without payment default, or (iii) the court confirms that the 
reorganisation plan will definitely be carried out. 

Insolvency tests and filing requirements

15 Conditions for insolvency

What is the test to determine if a debtor is insolvent? 

The concepts of cash-flow insolvency and balance-sheet insolvency 
are important here. As explained above, bankruptcy proceedings com-
mence if the court finds that (i) because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor is generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due or (ii) the debtor’s liabilities exceed its assets. Civil reha-
bilitation and corporate reorganisation commence if the court finds 
that there is a risk of either (i) or (ii) happening. The inability to pay 
debts is related to cash-flow insolvency and the excess of liabilities is 
related to balance-sheet insolvency. 

16 Mandatory filing

Must companies commence insolvency proceedings in 
particular circumstances? 

Under Japanese law, companies are not statutorily obligated to file for 
commencement of the insolvency proceedings even if they become 
insolvent. However, there is a theory that, under certain circumstances, 
directors of an insolvent company owe a duty of care to consider filing 
for formal insolvency proceedings for the purpose of mitigation of the 
creditors’ losses.

Directors and officers

17 Directors’ liability – failure to commence proceedings and 
trading while insolvent

If proceedings are not commenced, what liability can result 
for directors and officers? What are the consequences for 
directors and officers if a company carries on business while 
insolvent?

Under Japanese law, directors and officers of a company are not statu-
torily obligated to file for commencement of the insolvency proceed-
ings even if the company becomes insolvent. However, there is a theory 
that, under certain circumstances, directors and officers of an insolvent 
company owe a duty of care to consider filing for formal insolvency 
proceedings for the purpose of mitigation of the creditors’ losses. 

Exceptionally, a director of a medical corporation must file for 
commencement of bankruptcy if the obligations of the medical corpo-
ration exceed its assets. 

18 Directors’ liabilities – other sources of liability

Apart from failure to file for proceedings, are corporate 
officers and directors personally liable for their corporation’s 
obligations? Are they liable for corporate pre-insolvency or 
pre-reorganisation actions? Can they be subject to sanctions 
for other reasons?

The corporate officers and directors owe a duty of care to their corpora-
tion, and if the corporation incurs loss caused by breach of the duty, 
then the officers and directors are personally liable for the loss. Such 
liabilities of the officers and directors will be examined by the trustee in 
bankruptcy, the DIP (or the trustee) in civil rehabilitation, or the trustee 
in corporate reorganisation. 

If a third party incurs loss caused by wilful misconduct or gross 
negligence of the officers and directors, then they will be personally 
liable to the third party. 

The officers and directors of a debtor corporation will incur crimi-
nal sanctions, for example, if they hide or destroy any assets of the 
debtor corporation with the intention of jeopardising the interests of 
the debtor’s creditors. 

19 Shift in directors’ duties

Do the duties that directors owe to the corporation shift to the 
creditors when an insolvency or reorganisation proceeding is 
likely? When?

See question 7.
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20 Directors’ powers after proceedings commence

What powers can directors and officers exercise after 
liquidation or reorganisation proceedings are commenced by, 
or against, their corporation?

See question 7.

Matters arising in a liquidation or reorganisation

21 Stays of proceedings and moratoria

What prohibitions against the continuation of legal 
proceedings or the enforcement of claims by creditors apply 
in liquidations and reorganisations? In what circumstances 
may creditors obtain relief from such prohibitions?

Generally speaking, once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate 
reorganisation has commenced, unsecured ordinary creditors are pre-
cluded from collecting their claims, including attachment or injunc-
tions, no matter whether or not they are provisional. 

22 Doing business 

When can the debtor carry on business during a liquidation 
or reorganisation? Is any special treatment given to creditors 
who supply goods or services after the filing? What are the 
roles of the creditors and the court in supervising the debtor’s 
business activities? 

In civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, the debtor can con-
tinue business immediately after the commencement and throughout 
the proceedings. 

23 Post-filing credit

May a debtor in a liquidation or reorganisation obtain secured 
or unsecured loans or credit? What priority is or can be given 
to such loans or credit?

Yes, and the post-filing credit (DIP finance) is ranked as the administra-
tive claim that must be paid when it becomes due.

24 Sale of assets

In reorganisations and liquidations, what provisions apply 
to the sale of specific assets out of the ordinary course of 
business and to the sale of the entire business of the debtor? 
Does the purchaser acquire the assets ‘free and clear’ of 
claims or do some liabilities pass with the assets? 

The most common method is to sell the business of the debtor to the 
acquirer (or ‘sponsor’). The encumbrances to the assets belonging to 
the business will not automatically become free and clear by the sale. 

25 Negotiating sale of assets

Does your system allow for ‘stalking horse’ bids in sale 
procedures and does your system permit credit bidding in 
sales? 

Stalking horse bids are permissible. Credit bids are not permitted. 

26 Rejection and disclaimer of contracts 

Can a debtor undergoing a liquidation or reorganisation reject 
or disclaim an unfavourable contract? Are there contracts that 
may not be rejected? What procedure is followed to reject a 
contract and what is the effect of rejection on the other party? 
What happens if a debtor breaches the contract after the 
insolvency case is opened?

Under Japanese law, the trustee in bankruptcy and corporate reorgan-
isation, or the DIP (or the trustee) in civil rehabilitation may elect to 
assume or cancel an executory contract. An executory contract under 
Japanese law is a bilateral contract the obligations of which are linked 
to each other by consideration and yet to be performed by each party as 
of the commencement of the insolvency proceedings.

In corporate reorganisation and civil rehabilitation, for the trus-
tee or DIP to cancel the executory contract, the court’s permission is 
required, which is non-appealable by any party. On the other hand, in 
case of assuming the executory contract, the court permission is unnec-
essary. In contrast, in bankruptcy, the court’s permission is necessary 
for the trustee to assume the executory contract, while it is unnecessary 
for the trustee to cancel the contract.

27 Intellectual property assets 

May an IP licensor or owner terminate the debtor’s right to 
use the IP when a liquidation or reorganisation is opened? To 
what extent may IP rights granted under an agreement with 
the debtor continue to be used? 

Taking corporate reorganisation and patent for example, the following 
is a summary.

Licensor’s corporate reorganisation
The licence agreement is usually treated as an executory contract. 
However, if the licence is based on patent under the Patent Act of 
Japan, then the provision of the executory contract under the Corporate 
Reorganisation Act will not be applicable and hence the trustee of licen-
sor cannot cancel the licence agreement. Consequently, the licence 
agreement will continue without cancellation by the trustee. 

Licensee’s corporate reorganisation
The licence agreement is usually treated as an executory contract. The 
trustee of the licensee may elect to assume or cancel the agreement. If 
the trustee of the licensee needs to continue to use the patent, then the 
trustee will assume the agreement and the loyalty claim will become 
an administrative claim (common benefit claim) that will be paid when 
it becomes due. 

If the trustee of the licensee does not need to continue to use the 
patent, then the trustee will cancel the agreement and the licensor will 
file a proof of claim (unsecured ordinary claim), which will be paid on a 
pro-rata basis in accordance with the reorganisation plan. 

28 Personal data 

Where personal information or customer data collected by a 
company in liquidation or reorganisation is valuable, are there 
any restrictions in your country on the use of that information 
or its transfer to a purchaser?

The Act on the Protection of Personal Information prohibits a com-
pany from transferring personal data as defined in the Act to a third 
party without consent from the person pertaining to the personal data, 
except where the company transfers personal data to a third party in 
accordance with the statutory laws or in the course of business trans-
fer such as statutory merger. Therefore, the trustee in bankruptcy, civil 
rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation (or the DIP in civil rehabili-
tation) may access or use the personal data in accordance with the rel-
evant statutory laws and transfer the personal data to an acquirer of 
business during the insolvency proceedings. 

29 Arbitration processes 

How frequently is arbitration used in liquidation or 
reorganisation proceedings? Are there certain types of 
disputes that may not be arbitrated? Can disputes that arise 
after the liquidation or reorganisation case is opened be 
arbitrated with the consent of the parties? 

Arbitration is hardly used in Japanese insolvency proceedings; how-
ever, mediation is sometimes used for revitalisation of the debtors. 
Two examples can be raised. First, there is a ‘special mediation’ pro-
ceeding handled by the court, and it is sometimes used for the purpose 
of making an amicable settlement between the debtor and some of the 
target creditors that did not give consent to the plan proposed by the 
debtor in its previous out-of-court workout proceeding. Second, in the 
case of corporate reorganisation of Spansion Japan Limited, a secured 
creditors’ committee (the first one in Japanese history) was established 
and a mediation mechanism introduced for reaching settlement with 
the reorganisation trustee on various important terms and conditions 
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of the reorganisation plan, which led to full recovery of the claims of the 
secured creditors’ committee. 

Creditor remedies

30 Creditors’ enforcement

Are there processes by which some or all of the assets of a 
business may be seized outside of court proceedings? How are 
these processes carried out?

Once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation has 
commenced, unsecured ordinary creditors are precluded from seiz-
ing assets belonging to the debtor. With respect to civil rehabilitation 
and corporate reorganisation, it is an established practice for the court 
to issue an order prohibiting the creditors from collecting pre-petition 
claims, including any seizure. 

31 Unsecured credit

What remedies are available to unsecured creditors? Are the 
processes difficult or time-consuming? Are pre-judgment 
attachments available? 

With respect to civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, once 
petition for commencement of these proceedings has been filed with 
the court, the court will issue an order prohibiting the creditors from 
collecting pre-petition claims. Exceptionally, in such an order, the court 
sometimes allows the debtor to pay small amount claims.

After the petition, the court issues an order commencing bank-
ruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation (note that, even 
in the voluntary petition, there is a gap period between petition and 
commencement). Once these proceedings commence, unsecured 
ordinary creditors are precluded from collecting their claims outside 
the proceedings. Exceptionally, small amount claims may be paid 
in full if the court finds that prompt payment of such small amount 
claims would facilitate smooth progress of civil rehabilitation or cor-
porate reorganisation, or significant hindrance would be caused to the 
continuation of the debtor’s business unless small amount claims are 
promptly paid. Furthermore, very exceptionally, under certain circum-
stances, the court may permit payment of the pre-commencement 
claim if the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) and the creditor 
make a settlement (in that event, the nature of the claim will be turned 
to an administrative claim). 

Creditor involvement and proving claims 

32 Creditor participation

During the liquidation or reorganisation, what notices are 
given to creditors? What meetings are held and how are they 
called? What information regarding the administration of 
the estate, its assets and the claims against it is available to 
creditors or creditors’ committees? What are the liquidator’s 
reporting obligations? 

Once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation have 
commenced, a notice on the commencement, the form and bar date 
of filing the proof of claim, and the date of the creditors’ meeting will 
be sent to all the creditors known to the debtor. A statutory creditors’ 
meeting will be held and the creditors will be called by the notice. In 
the creditors’ meeting in bankruptcy, the trustee reports the financial 
status of the debtor, the reasons for bankruptcy, whether there are any 
circumstances that require a court order to assess the liabilities of the 
officers of the debtor or a court order to freeze the officers’ assets, and 
any other matters necessary for the bankruptcy proceeding.

In civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, the trustee 
(or the DIP under civil rehabilitation) must, without delay after com-
mencement of the proceeding, submit to the court and the creditors’ 
committee (if one exists) a report on the reasons why the debtor became 
insolvent, the past and present status of the business and assets of the 
debtor, whether circumstances require a court order to assess the liabil-
ities of the officers of the debtor or a court order to freeze the officers’ 
assets, and any other matters necessary for the proceeding. 

33 Creditor representation

What committees can be formed (or representative counsel 
appointed) and what powers or responsibilities do they 
have? How are they selected and appointed? May they retain 
advisers and how are their expenses funded?

The Japanese insolvency proceedings have been recognised as debtor-
friendly proceedings in general. There is no statutory requirement of 
forming a creditors’ committee, and in fact, there have seldom been 
cases where the creditors’ committee was formed and recognised by 
the court. One of the reasons for this result is that creditors may for-
mulate a creditor group respectively, and it sometimes suffices for 
collection purposes. However, as illustrated below, the creditors’ com-
mittee may greatly contribute to the revitalisation of the debtor’s busi-
ness, and it would lead to maximisation of recovery for the creditors. 
Personal experience leads to the conclusion that creditors’ committees 
should be utilised more often in Japanese insolvency proceedings. 

Under Japanese law, creditors’ committees may participate in the 
relevant insolvency proceedings if the court recognises this. The court 
may recognise only if (i) the number of the committee members is 
between three and 10, (ii) a majority of the creditors that have submit-
ted claims consent to the committee’s participation in the proceeding, 
and (iii) the committee fairly represents the interests of all creditors. 
The committees are not prohibited from retaining advisers. Each com-
mittee is given certain powers, which include the right to (i) state its 
opinion to the court, the debtor or the trustee regarding the proceed-
ing, (ii) convene creditors’ meetings, and (iii) supervise implementa-
tion of the proceeding. If a committee has contributed to the smooth 
progress of bankruptcy or rehabilitation or reorganisation of the debt-
or’s business, and has incurred necessary expenses for such activities, 
the court may, following a creditor’s petition, permit reimbursement 
of a reasonable amount of the necessary expenses, from the property 
of the debtor. 

The most successful case of a creditors’ committee began in 2009, 
when Spansion Japan filed for corporate reorganisation with the Tokyo 
District Court, and 10 secured creditors corresponding to 99 per cent 
of secured claims in value formulated a statutory secured creditors’ 
committee, which was approved by the court for the first time in Japan. 
The committee took every imaginable measure possible in order to 
maximise recovery, including participating in the US Chapter 11 pro-
ceedings of Spansion LLC, which is the parent company of Spansion 
Japan, which nevertheless gave up on the idea of rescuing its Japanese 
subsidiary. 

After long and tough negotiations among the committee, Spansion 
Japan and Spansion LLC reached a settlement agreement that pro-
vided Spansion Japan with more funds (ie, payment resources for the 
secured creditors) than it had originally expected. In addition, the 
committee served as the court-approved agent of Spansion Japan to 
remarket its assets, and it finally brought Texas Instruments not only 
as an asset purchaser but also as a viable sponsor of Spansion Japan. 
The committee also negotiated the terms and conditions of the reor-
ganisation plan through a unique scheme of mediation where the com-
mittee and Spansion Japan submitted both arguments and information 
relevant to the arguments before the three mediators, two of whom 
were selected by both parties and the remaining one was selected by 
the two appointed mediators, all three being insolvency practitioners. 
The mediation went through 11 iterations, during which both parties 
separately filed reorganisation plans with the court, and finally reached 
a settlement on the terms and conditions of the plan (the debtor’s plan 
was amended to reflect the settlement, and the committee’s competing 
plan was withdrawn).

Through these endeavors, the creditors belonging to the commit-
tee enjoyed full recovery of ¥27.5 billion in total, this being an unusual 
case in the history of Japanese corporate reorganisation. Moreover, 
the Tokyo District Court, admitting that the committee contributed 
to reorganisation of the debtor’s business, issued an unprecedented 
order approving payment of ¥500 million in total from the estate of 
Spansion Japan to the committee, which led to the successful recovery 
of ¥28 billion (corresponding to US$280 million, assuming that ¥100 
equals US$1) in total by the committee. 
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34 Enforcement of estate’s rights

If the liquidator has no assets to pursue a claim, may the 
creditors pursue the estate’s remedies? If so, to whom do the 
fruits of the remedies belong? Can they be assigned to a third 
party?

No.

35 Claims 

How is a creditor’s claim submitted and what are the time 
limits? How are claims disallowed and how does a creditor 
appeal? Can claims for contingent or unliquidated amounts 
be recognised? Are there provisions on the transfer of claims 
and must transfers be disclosed? How are the amounts of 
such claims determined? 

Payment of a pre-commencement unsecured claims is generally pro-
hibited after commencement of bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation and 
corporate reorganisation. Such a claim will be paid in accordance 
with the distribution process under bankruptcy, the rehabilitation 
plan under civil rehabilitation, or the reorganisation plan under cor-
porate reorganisation. To be eligible for the payment, a creditor must 
file a proof of its claim within the period prescribed by the court. With 
respect to any proof of claim duly filed, the trustee (or DIP under civil 
rehabilitation) is to prepare and file with the court a schedule that indi-
cates whether the debtor allows or disallows the content of such claim 
and the voting right of the relevant creditor. Under civil rehabilitation 
only, if the debtor is aware of any rehabilitation claim, for which no 
proof has been filed, the debtor must indicate in the schedule whether 
it allows or disallows such a claim.

Any creditor who has filed a proof of claim is entitled to object to 
a claim indicated in the schedule of allowance or disallowance during 
the period prescribed by the court. A claim that is allowed by the trus-
tee (or DIP) and is not objected to by any creditor is considered final. A 
court clerk inserts all final claims in the schedule of creditors. The entry 
of claims into that schedule has the same effect as a final and binding 
judgment with respect to the finalised claims. If the debtor or any credi-
tor objects to a proof of any claim, the creditor whose claim is objected 
to may file a petition with the court for assessment of the existence or 
the amount of the claim in a fast-track proceeding. A party who disa-
grees with the court’s decision regarding a claim assessment can file a 
lawsuit within one month of its receipt of the court order. 

With respect to secured claims, under bankruptcy and civil reha-
bilitation, the secured creditors may exercise the security interest out-
side the proceedings and it is not subject to the claim determination 
process above. That being said, a secured creditor whose claim is not or 
unlikely to be fully covered by the security interest should file the proof 
of the claim to be eligible for the payment of the unsecured portion. 

Under corporate reorganisation, payment of a secured claim (ie, 
a claim secured by the collateral belonging to the debtor company’s 
estate) is stayed by the commencement order (and even before the 
commencement, prohibited by the comprehensive prohibition order, 
if issued by the court), and a secured claim can be paid only in accord-
ance with the reorganisation plan. The trustee makes the valuation 
of the collateral based on the present value as of the date of the com-
mencement. To the extent a claim amount exceeds the value of the 
collateral, the exceeding part (the deficiency claim) is dealt with as an 
unsecured ordinary claim. The holder of a secured claim has the right 
to challenge the trustee’s valuation of the collateral. 

36 Set-off and netting

To what extent may creditors exercise rights of set-off or 
netting in a liquidation or in a reorganisation? Can creditors 
be deprived of the right of set-off either temporarily or 
permanently? 

Generally speaking, creditors can exercise the right of set-off. In a typi-
cal set-off, it is necessary for the obligations of each party to be mutual, 
due and owing. In civil rehabilitation proceedings and corporate reor-
ganisation proceedings, creditors can only exercise the right of set-off 
before the expiry of the period of the filing of their claims. Under cer-
tain circumstances, set-off is prohibited by the law. 

Close-out netting clause set out in the International Swaps and 
Derivatives Association (ISDA) master agreement in respect of instru-
ments traded by reference to market prices is effective under Japanese 
law and the balance as a result of the close-out netting will be recog-
nised as a single claim (or a single debt, as applicable) under relevant 
insolvency proceedings. 

37 Modifying creditors’ rights

May the court change the rank (priority) of a creditor’s claim? 
If so, what are the grounds for doing so and how frequently 
does this occur?

See question 31.

38 Priority claims

Apart from employee-related claims, what are the 
major privileged and priority claims in liquidations and 
reorganisations? Which have priority over secured creditors? 

Under Japanese law, the rank and priority of creditors varies depending 
on the type of claims and proceedings involved. 

Under bankruptcy proceedings
Administrative claims will be paid when they become due to the extent 
that the bankruptcy estate is sufficient to satisfy such claims, and secu-
rity interests are independent from the proceedings and are therefore 
enforceable.

Other claims will be distributed in the following order:
• preferred bankruptcy claims; 
• ordinary bankruptcy claims (ie, ordinary unsercured claims); 
• subordinated bankruptcy claims; and
• contractual subordinated bankruptcy claims.

Residual funds after all of the above have been satisfied in full will be 
distributed to shareholders. Such a scenario is, however, very rare. 

Under civil rehabilitation proceedings
• Administrative claims will be paid in full when they become due; 
• Security interests are independent from the proceedings and are 

therefore enforceable. In many cases, the debtor (DIP) and secured 
creditors will reach agreement on the value of the collateral, the 
repayment schedule thereof, and enjoinment in respect of enforce-
ment to the extent that such repayment is duly performed; 

• General preferred claims (such as pre-commencement tax claims 
and pre-commencement labour and retirement allowance claims) 
will be paid in full when they become due; 

• Ordinary rehabilitation claims (ie, ordinary unsecured claims) will 
be paid in accordance with the plan of rehabilitation; and

• Contractual subordinated claims will be assigned the lowest 
priority. 

Shareholders will not be paid and will usually be extinguished under 
the plan of rehabilitation.

Under corporate reorganisation proceedings: 
• Administrative claims will be paid in full when they become due; 
• Security interests will be unenforceable once an order has been 

issued for commencement of the corporate reorganisation pro-
ceedings. (If a special order prohibiting enforcement is issued, 
then security interests will be unenforceable even before com-
mencement of the corporate reorganisation proceedings.) Instead, 
claims in respect of security interests will be treated as secured up 
to the value of the collateral as of the commencement of the case, 
and will be repaid in accordance with the reorganisation plan. The 
remaining portion not covered by the value of the collateral will be 
treated as ordinary reorganisation claims; 

• Preferred reorganisation claims (such as certain types of tax claims 
and a certain range of labour and retirement allowance claims) will 
be subject to the plan of reorganisation;

• Ordinary reorganisation claims (ie, ordinary unsecured claims) 
will be paid in accordance with the plan of reorganisation; and

• Contractual subordinated claims will be assigned the lowest 
priority. 
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Usually, shareholders will not be paid and will be extinguished under 
the plan of reorganisation.

39 Employment-related liabilities 

What employee claims arise where employees’ contracts 
are terminated during a restructuring or liquidation? What 
are the procedures for termination? (Are employee claims 
as a whole increased where large numbers of employees’ 
contracts are terminated or where the business ceases 
operations?)

Under Japanese law, a labour agreement is treated as an executory 
contract, and the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) may elect 
to assume or terminate the labour agreement. In termination of the 
labour agreement (ie, dismissal), the trustee must abide by a rule that 
a dismissal shall, where the dismissal lacks objectively reasonable 
grounds and is not considered to be appropriate in general societal 
terms, be treated as a misuse of that right and invalid. 

Collective redundancies sometimes become necessary for revi-
talisation of a debtor company. Under Japanese court precedents and 
prevalent practice, in case of dismissal as a means of employment 
adjustment (ie, collective redundancies), the following four require-
ments shall all be satisfied: (i) necessity of reduction; (ii) effort to avoid 
dismissal; (iii) rationality in selection of target employees; and (iv) pro-
cedural appropriateness. According to prevalent views, even during the 
insolvency proceedings, the four requirements above are applicable 
but they are not so strictly applied as before the insolvency petition. For 
example, validity of collective redundancies during the corporate reor-
ganisation of Japan Airlines has been disputed in several lawsuits, and 
the courts held it valid in most of the cases. 

40 Pension claims

What remedies exist for pension-related claims against 
employers in insolvency or reorganisation proceedings and 
what priorities attach to such claims? 

With respect to pensions, there are several kinds of pension schemes 
in Japan and treatment of pension obligation varies depending upon 
the types of insolvency proceedings. In general, treatment of defined-
benefit (DB) corporate pensions with underfunded portions in the 
corporate reorganisation proceedings has often been at issue. DB is a 
system whereby pension benefits payable in the future to participants 
are predetermined. There are two types of DB pensions – agreement 
type and fund type. The former was at issue in the Spansion Japan (SPJ) 
case, and the latter was at issue in the Japan Airline (JAL) case. In the 
SPJ case, SPJ (ie, the employer) and its employees entered into a pen-
sion agreement, and SPJ executed a trust agreement with a trust bank. 
The pension to retirees had been paid from the trust asset, and not 
from the estate of SPJ. Based on the pension agreement, the employees 
had a claim against SPJ whereby SPJ had to pay the pension premiums 
to the trust bank, and thereby SPJ made installment payments of the 
premium to the trust bank. The pension was underfunded and hence 
there existed a deficiency in the pension asset. There are two kinds of 
premiums, one is a standard premium for the purpose of funding for 
the future service liability and the other is a special premium for the 
purpose of funding for the past service liability (ie, making up for the 
underfunded portion). Under these facts, in the SPJ case, the standard 
premium was treated as an administrative claim that would be paid in 
full as it became due. As to the special premium, it was treated simi-
larly to a retirement allowance claim, and hence one-third was treated 
as an administrative claim, while two-thirds of it was treated as a 
preferred reorganisation claim that was subject to stay and would be 
paid in accordance with the reorganisation plan (in the SPJ case, it was 
fully paid in accordance with the plan). In the JAL case, because the 
premium claim was held by an independent body corporate and not by 
the employees, the claim was treated as an ordinary unsecured claim. 
Treatment of pensions under the Japanese insolvency proceedings is 
very complex, as illustrated above. 

41 Environmental problems and liabilities

Where there are environmental problems, who is responsible 
for controlling the environmental problem and for 
remediating the damage caused? Are any of these liabilities 
imposed on the insolvency administrator personally, secured 
or unsecured creditors, the debtor’s officers and directors, or 
on third parties?

The trustee (or the DIP under civil rehabilitation) is primarily respon-
sible for taking care of the environmental issues during the insolvency 
proceedings.

42 Liabilities that survive insolvency or reorganisation 
proceedings

Do any liabilities of a debtor survive an insolvency or a 
reorganisation? 

In civil rehabilitation, once the court’s order confirming the rehabili-
tation plan becomes final and non-appealable, the debtor will be dis-
charged from every unsecured claim other than claims stipulated in 
the rehabilitation plan, claims that have not been filed within the filing 
period because of grounds not attributable to the relevant creditors or 
certain other liabilities set out in the Civil Rehabilitation Act. Common 
benefit claims, preferred claims and security interests will survive the 
rehabilitation proceeding. 

In corporate reorganisation, once the court confirms the reorgani-
sation plan, the debtor will be discharged from every secured and unse-
cured claim other than claims stipulated in the reorganisation plan, 
claims for retirement benefits of the debtor’s officer (such as directors, 
auditors, representative directors and executive officers) and the debt-
or’s employees who took office or were employed after the commence-
ment of the reorganisation proceeding or certain other liabilities set 
out in the Corporate Reorganisation Act. Common benefits claims will 
survive the reorganisation proceeding. 

43 Distributions

How and when are distributions made to creditors in 
liquidations and reorganisations?

In bankruptcy, distribution will be made when (or each time) the trus-
tee collects sufficient funds to be distributed by liquidating the debtor’s 
assets. 

In civil rehabilitation, distributions to creditors will be made in 
accordance with the rehabilitation plan, within 10 years.

In corporate reorganisation, distributions to creditors will be made 
in accordance with the reorganisation plan, within 15 years. 

Security

44 Secured lending and credit (immovables)

What principal types of security are taken on immovable 
(real) property?

With respect to real property such as a land or a building (please note 
that they are different property and could belong to different persons 
under Japanese law), a mortgage is the most typical security interest. 

45 Secured lending and credit (movables)

What principal types of security  are taken on movable 
(personal) property?

With respect to movables, retention right, statutory lien, pledge, 
assignment as security and title retention are typical security interests.

Clawback and related-party transactions

46 Transactions that may be annulled

What transactions can be annulled or set aside in liquidations 
and reorganisations and what are the grounds? Who can 
attack such transactions? 

The trustee in bankruptcy or corporate reorganisation and the super-
visor in civil rehabilitation (if granted such power by the court) are 
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Update and trends

This chapter has focused on the court insolvency proceedings; 
however, out-of-court workouts (ie, out-of-court debt-restructuring 
through agreements among the target creditors and the debtor) are also 
common in Japan. 

In recent years, there has been a significant drop in the number 
of corporate reorganisation and civil rehabilitation proceedings. By 
contrast, recent years have seen a rise in the number of out-of-court 
workouts where debtor companies and lender banks reach agreement 
on a plan of reorganisation under which debt repayment is rescheduled 
or discharged. 

This trend is attributable to several factors. First, the Japanese 
government has enacted several statutes that facilitate systematised 
out-of-court proceedings such as the Turnaround ADR scheme, the 
REVIC scheme, and the SME Rehabilitation Support Association 
scheme. Second, out-of-court workout proceedings provide lender 
banks with more information and transparency than court proceedings. 
Third, the value of a debtor’s business will not be impaired by out-
of-court workouts because trade creditors are not involved in such 
workouts and the existence of such workouts are known only to the 
lender banks. For the above reasons, banks are also more likely to 
enjoy better recovery rates than they would under court insolvency 
proceedings.

The prevalence of workouts is also due to the after-effects 
of the so-called Moratorium Law (precisely, the Act Concerning 
Temporary Measures to Facilitate Financing for Small to Medium-sized 
Enterprises), which was enacted in 2009 and expired in 2013. Under 
the Moratorium Law, Japanese banks were obliged to endeavour to 
lessen the burden of debts owed by SMEs to the extent possible by 
taking measures such as change of terms and conditions of debts, 
refinance of debts, debt-to-equity swap and so forth, if so proposed by 
the SMEs. Notwithstanding the expiration of the Moratorium Law, the 
Japanese government still enjoined banks to continue with the same 
approach toward SMEs as if the law were still in effect. This has helped 
distressed SMEs, which would otherwise have gone bankrupt, continue 
in operation. Accordingly, the Moratorium Law is often criticised as 
protecting ‘zombie’ companies.  

The most noteworthy recent development in the area of insolvency 
is the government’s plan to take a step to introduce majority rule to 

out-of-court workouts. As discussed above, out-of-court workouts 
have been increasing in recent years, and are generally preferred over 
court insolvency proceedings. However, in light of the right to property, 
which right is guaranteed as inviolable under the Constitution of Japan, 
there has been general understanding that, in out-of-court workouts, a 
reorganisation plan involving re-scheduling or discharge of claims shall 
be approved by unanimous consent by the creditors involved in the 
plan (in most cases, banks and other financial creditors). Accordingly, 
even if only one creditor is against a reorganisation plan in an out-of-
court workout, the workout will result in failure, such that the debtor 
would have to file for court insolvency proceedings instead. This result 
is often criticised by insolvency professionals as harmful to business 
reorganisation. 

Given this background and as a result of a series of considerations, 
it is concluded that the majority rule shall not be adopted in the out-
of-court workout regime itself; however, the reorganisation plan of the 
failed workout should be utilised in the immediately following court 
insolvency proceeding so that the plan will be approved by the majority 
of the creditors. 

For the purpose of achieving the goal above, treatment of trade 
claims is an important issue. Trade claims (most of which are small 
amount claims) are usually not involved in or affected by the out-of-
court workout, but they would be affected by the court insolvency 
proceedings if no measures were taken. From this viewpoint, the Act 
on Strengthening Industrial Competitiveness has been amended and 
enforced in July 2018 to implement special rules in civil rehabilitation 
proceeding and corporate reorganisation proceeding after the failure 
of out-of-court workouts, which will request the court to take account 
of the decisions relating to treatment of the small amount claims made 
in the preceding certain out-of-court workouts, and it is expected that 
such rules will support the continuity relating to the treatment of small 
amount claims between the out-of-court workouts and the following 
court insolvency proceedings.

In addition, Tokyo District Court has announced a ‘fast-track’ 
schedule of civil rehabilitation proceedings for the case following the 
failure of out-of-court workouts and it is expected to proceed quickly 
and smoothly by utilising the financial analysis, business plan and the 
reorganisation plan prepared in the preceding out-of-court workout.

entitled to exercise the right of avoidance if such an act is found 
to be fraudulent conveyance or granting a preference to a specific 
creditor, etc. 

47 Equitable subordination

Are there any restrictions on claims by related parties or 
non-arm’s length creditors (including shareholders) against 
corporations in insolvency or reorganisation proceedings? 

There exists a concept similar to (but, not the same as) equitable subor-
dination; however, it is exceptional and not automatic. In short, a loan 
extended by a shareholder would not be subordinated simply because 
the creditor is a shareholder.

The Corporate Reorganisation Act and the Civil Rehabilitation Act 
contain provisions permitting differentiation of payment in the plan 
of reorganisation or rehabilitation on the basis of equity between the 
same kinds of claims. As a result, there are the reorganisation plans 
where intercompany claims have been subordinated. Taking some high 
court precedents for example, (i) the Fukuoka High Court held that a 
reorganisation plan that subordinated a claim of the parent company 
that wholly controlled the subsidiary (the reorganisation debtor) and 
was responsible for the subsidiary becoming insolvent was reasonable 
and equitable under the circumstances, and (ii) the Tokyo High Court 
held that a reorganisation plan that subordinated a claim of a director 
who was responsible for letting the company become insolvent was 
equitable under the circumstances. However, it is generally understood 
that the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) does not owe duty to 
subordinate a claim unless it is extremely unjust not to do so. 

There is no similar provision in the Bankruptcy Act, and hence, 
generally speaking, most of the court precedents do not support the 
argument of equitable subordination in the bankruptcy proceedings. 

Groups of companies

48 Groups of companies

In which circumstances can a parent or affiliated corporation 
be responsible for the liabilities of subsidiaries or affiliates? 

Any insolvency proceedings must be petitioned with respect to each 
company respectively, and the court would look at each company sepa-
rately. The general rule is that it is not permissible to make a distribu-
tion of group company assets on a pro-rata basis without regard to the 
assets of the individual corporate entities involved. Under Japanese 
prevalent practice, substantive consolidation without relevant credi-
tors’ consent is not permissible. 

49 Combining parent and subsidiary proceedings

In proceedings involving a corporate group, are the 
proceedings by the parent and its subsidiaries combined for 
administrative purposes? May the assets and liabilities of the 
companies be pooled for distribution purposes? 

For example, if the parent and the subsidiaries are all under corporate 
reorganisation proceedings, the court and the trustee (usually, the 
same court and the same trustee will handle all the group companies) 
may think of merging all or a part of the companies for the purpose of 
reorganisation, and the trustee may draft the reorganisation plans to 
that effect.
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International cases

50 Recognition of foreign judgments

Are foreign judgments or orders recognised and in what 
circumstances? Is your country a signatory to a treaty on 
international insolvency or on the recognition of foreign 
judgments? 

Japanese courts will recognise a foreign judgment in Japan if (i) the 
foreign court is recognised as having jurisdiction over the case accord-
ing to Japanese conflict-of-laws principles or relevant treaties, (ii) the 
defendant has been properly notified of the commencement of the pro-
ceedings or has not been properly notified but nevertheless assumed 
that proceedings had been commenced, or (iii) the judgment or 
the procedure of the lawsuit is not against public policy in Japan (for 
example, punitive damages are against Japanese public policy and not 
enforceable) and there is reciprocity of recognition between Japan and 
the country where the judgment was rendered. 

51 UNCITRAL Model Law

Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency 
been adopted or is it under consideration in your country?

Japan has long adopted a rigid territoriality principle under which insol-
vency proceedings commenced in Japan do not extend to the debtor’s 
assets outside Japan, and, correspondingly, insolvency proceedings 
commenced outside Japan do not extend to the debtor’s assets in Japan. 

This principle was, however, abolished in 1999 and 2000, and 
replaced with the extra-territoriality principle. 

Accordingly, under current Japanese laws, the power of the trus-
tee/DIP extends to the debtor’s assets located outside Japan. 

On top of that, taking account of the UNCITRAL Model Law on 
Cross-Border Insolvency, Japan has also enacted the Act on Recognition 
of and Assistance for Foreign Insolvency Proceedings (Recognition 
and Assistance Act) in 2001, which sets out measures to extend foreign 
insolvency proceedings to the debtor’s assets in Japan. Japan was one 
of the earliest countries to adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law. The Act 
did not purely adopt the Model Law as it modified it in some respects.

There have been 15 foreign insolvency proceedings to date that 
have been recognised by the Tokyo District Court under the Act. In 
rendering the recognition, examination of COMI is sometimes at issue.

Although the extra-territorial principle has been adopted under 
Japanese insolvency law, it is up to foreign courts whether to stay or 
give effect to Japanese insolvency proceedings. Accordingly, a debtor 
with important assets outside Japan would have to consider whether 
to file for recognition of Japanese insolvency proceedings with the rel-
evant foreign court. For example, filing for Chapter 15 proceedings in 
the US as bankruptcy trustee for a Japanese company in order to halt a 
lawsuit in the US against the company and prevent foreclosure against 
the company’s asset in the US. Chapter 15 filings have been quite com-
mon recently in global cases, including those involving Spansion Japan, 
Japan Airlines, Elpida Memory, Sanko Steamship, Mt. Gox and Takata. 

In the case of Elpida Memory (where cash injection by the sponsor con-
templated under the reorganisation plan was conditional upon the US 
court’s recognition of the plan), the Japanese reorganisation plan was 
recognised by a US court for the first time in the history of Chapter 15 
filings. 

A further issue is how to deal with the assets in the foreign country 
where UNCITRAL-type recognition systems have not been introduced. 
In one case, the Japanese lawyer visited Hong Kong as bankruptcy trus-
tee for a bankrupt individual for the purpose of investigating the bank 
accounts he might have maintained there. Because UNCITRAL-type 
recognition proceedings are not available in Hong Kong, and it was 
uncertain whether or not the bank would accept the Japanese bank-
ruptcy trustee, the trustee had to take the bankrupt individual and his 
own attorney to Hong Kong, together with the trustee, and conducted 
the investigation with them at the banks concerned. Such issues are 
common in cross-border cases.

In 2015, Anderson Mori & Tomotsune represented creditors in fil-
ing for corporate reorganisation proceedings against about 40 special 
purpose companies in Panama and Singapore. This is a landmark case 
because it was the first corporate reorganisation case where the foreign 
entities were deemed equivalent to Japanese stock companies, which 
are subject to corporate reorganisation. In the Spansion Japan case in 
2009, the semiconductor manufacturer filed for corporate reorganisa-
tion in Japan and its US parent company filed for Chapter 11 soon after 
that. This case was unique because the two insolvency cases proceeded 
in Japan and in the United States, and there occurred many cross-bor-
der insolvency issues between them. In this case, the secured creditors’ 
committee was admitted by the Tokyo District Court for the first time 
in Japanese history and participated in US Chapter 11 proceedings, 
which ultimately resulted in successful recovery by the creditors.

52 Foreign creditors

How are foreign creditors dealt with in liquidations and 
reorganisations?

A foreign creditor will be treated in the same way as a Japanese creditor 
under any of the insolvency proceedings. 

53 Cross-border transfers of assets under administration

May assets be transferred from an administration in your 
country to an administration of the same company or another 
group company in another country?

Generally speaking, no.
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54 COMI

What test is used in your jurisdiction to determine the COMI 
(centre of main interests) of a debtor company or group 
of companies? Is there a test for, or any experience with, 
determining the COMI of a corporate group of companies in 
your jurisdiction?

Under the Recognition and Assistance Act, there exists the concept of 
the ‘debtor’s principal business office’ which is essentially equivalent 
to the COMI under the UNCITRAL Model Law. Although the debtor’s 
principal business office is not defined under the Act, a recent court 
precedent (Think 3 Inc case) held that, in order to decide the location 
of a debtor’s principal business office, the Japanese court would take 
into account the various elements of the debtor as a whole, in par-
ticular the location of the debtor’s headquarters or centre of business 
management and strategy, and the debtor’s major asset and business 
operation. There is no explicit test or court precedent to determine the 
location of the principal business office of a corporate group of compa-
nies, but a similar approach should be taken as described above.

55 Cross-border cooperation

Does your country’s system provide for recognition of 
foreign insolvency proceedings and for cooperation between 
domestic and foreign courts and domestic and foreign 
insolvency administrators in cross-border insolvencies 
and restructurings? Have courts in your country refused to 
recognise foreign proceedings or to cooperate with foreign 
courts and, if so, on what grounds? 

Under the Recognition and Assistance Act, a foreign trustee may file a 
request to the Tokyo District Court (which has the exclusive jurisdic-
tion) to recognise the foreign proceedings and take necessary measures 
including the foreclosure of assets and appointment of a domestic trus-
tee in Japan. 

To date, the following 15 cases have been recognised by the Tokyo 
District Court. 
• Jinro (Hong Kong) International Ltd (Hong Kong); 
• Azabu Building (the United States);
• Lehman Brothers Asia Holdings Ltd (Hong Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Asia Capital Company (Hong Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Commercial Corporation Asia Limited (Hong 

Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Securities Asia Limited (Hong Kong);
• Korea Line (South Korea);
• Alitalia – Linee Aeree Italiane SPA (Italy);
• Think 3 Inc (Italy and the United States);
• Samho Shipping (South Korea);
• STX Pan Ocean (South Korea);
• Song Won PCS (South Korea);
• Terrafix Suedafrika (South Africa); 
• Daebo International Shipping Company (South Korea); and
• Hanjin Shipping (South Korea).

56 Cross-border insolvency protocols and joint court hearings

In cross-border cases, have the courts in your country entered 
into cross-border insolvency protocols or other arrangements 
to coordinate proceedings with courts in other countries? 
Have courts in your country communicated or held joint 
hearings with courts in other countries in cross-border cases? 
If so, with which other countries?

To date, there has been no case where a Japanese court has entered into 
a protocol with overseas courts.

© Law Business Research 2018
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Japan
Taro Awataguchi
Anderson Mori & Tomotsune

General

1 Legislation

What main legislation is applicable to insolvencies and 
reorganisations? 

In Japan, there are mainly four types of legal insolvency proceedings: 
• bankruptcy proceeding; 
• special liquidation proceeding;
• civil rehabilitation proceeding; and 
• corporate reorganisation proceeding. 

Bankruptcy and special liquidation are proceedings for liquidation and 
winding up of the debtor, while civil rehabilitation and corporate reor-
ganisation are proceedings for revitalisation of the debtor’s business. 

These legal insolvency proceedings do not commence unless they 
are petitioned to the competent district courts. 

This chapter will focus on corporate reorganisation, civil rehabili-
tation and bankruptcy unless there is a need to refer to other proceed-
ings. The focus will be on companies (corporations), not individuals, 
as the debtor. 

2 Excluded entities and excluded assets

What entities are excluded from customary insolvency or 
reorganisation proceedings and what legislation applies to 
them? What assets are excluded or exempt from claims of 
creditors?

Bankruptcy and civil rehabilitation may be utilised by any type of entity, 
including companies and individuals. Corporate reorganisation and 
special liquidation are available only to stock corporations. This rule 
has long been applied to Japanese corporations only; however, in recent 
cases, overseas corporations established under Panama, Singapore and 
the Netherlands have been subject to the corporate reorganisation in 
Japan under the Tokyo District Court. As these overseas corporations 
are subsidiaries of other reorganisation companies, it was necessary 
to also involve these overseas subsidiaries under Japanese corporate 
reorganisation in order to achieve harmonised business reorganisation. 

Assets belonging to the trust property of the debtor are not included 
in the estate of the debtor subject to bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or 
corporate reorganisation.

3 Public enterprises

What procedures are followed in the insolvency of a 
government-owned enterprise? What remedies do creditors 
of insolvent public enterprises have?

There is no special procedure for insolvency of a government-owned 
enterprise, and hence, such an enterprise is subject to the aforemen-
tioned insolvency proceedings. 

4 Protection for large financial institutions

Has your country enacted legislation to deal with the financial 
difficulties of institutions that are considered ‘too big to fail’? 

Yes – the Deposit Insurance Act, etc. 

5 Courts and appeals

What courts are involved? What are the rights of appeal from 
court orders? Does an appellant have an automatic right of 
appeal or must it obtain permission? Is there a requirement to 
post security to proceed with an appeal? 

The four legal insolvency proceedings must be petitioned to the district 
courts that have competent jurisdiction over the case. Practically, most 
of the important insolvency cases (especially cross-border cases) are 
handled by the Tokyo District Court. 

Once the court issues an order, this order can be appealed against 
only if a right of appeal is stipulated by the relevant laws. In general, the 
appeal does not need court permission or security deposit. 

Types of liquidation and reorganisation processes

6 Voluntary liquidations

What are the requirements for a debtor commencing a 
voluntary liquidation case and what are the effects?

Bankruptcy proceedings commence if the court finds that, because 
of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor is generally and continuously 
unable to pay its debts as they become due, or the debtor’s liabilities 
exceed its assets.

The trustee is appointed by the court as of the commencement of 
the bankruptcy proceeding. The power to (i) manage or dispose of the 
debtor’s assets; (ii) elect to assume or reject an executory contract; and 
(iii) exercise the right of avoidance (against fraudulent transfer, prefer-
ence, etc) belong solely to the court-appointed trustee. The trustee is 
appointed by the court from among the insolvency practitioners.

7 Voluntary reorganisations

What are the requirements for a debtor commencing a 
voluntary reorganisation and what are the effects? 

Civil rehabilitation 
Civil rehabilitation proceedings commence if the court finds that:
• there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor 

becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due;

• there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets; 
or 

• the debtor is unable to pay its debts as they become due without 
causing significant hindrance to the continuation of its business. 

In civil rehabilitation, the debtor-in-possession (DIP) can continue 
running the business (ie, in principle, the trustee is not appointed by 
the court). The power to (i) run the business of the debtor company, 
(ii) manage or dispose of the assets thereof, and (iii) elect to assume 
or reject an executory contract belongs to the DIP; however, the DIP 
does not have the right of avoidance. The supervisor is appointed by 
the court as a watchdog on the DIP and has the power of avoidance if so 
admitted by the court. Secured creditors are not stayed from exercising 
their security interests in principle. However, exceptionally, secured 
creditors may become subject to a suspension order by the court hav-
ing the effect of a temporary stay. Also, under certain conditions, the 
security interest may be extinguished by the court. 
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Corporate reorganisation
Corporate reorganisation proceedings commence if the court finds 
that:
• there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor 

becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due; 

• there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets; 
or 

• the debtor is unable to pay its debts as they become due without 
causing significant hindrance to the continuation of its business. 

In corporate reorganisation, the trustee is appointed by the court as 
of the commencement of the proceedings. The power to (i) run the 
business of the debtor company, (ii) manage or dispose of the assets 
thereof, (iii) elect to assume or reject an executory contract, and (iv) 
exercise the right of avoidance (against fraudulent transfer, preference, 
etc) belong solely to the court-appointed trustee. Secured creditors are 
stayed from exercising their security interests, and the value of the col-
lateral as of the commencement will be paid in accordance with the 
reorganisation plan. 

Traditionally, the trustee in corporate reorganisation has been 
appointed by the court from among the experienced insolvency prac-
titioners. However, since 2010, the Tokyo District Court initiated a 
‘quasi-DIP’ practice in corporate reorganisation, where even a cur-
rent manager (for example, the representative director (CEO)) may be 
appointed as the trustee if the following four conditions are met:
• there is no problem in the existing managers as to responsibility for 

illegal acts, etc in management of the debtor company;
• the main creditors do not oppose the appointment of the current 

manager as the trustee;
• if there is a sponsor-to-be (ie, a third party that is to acquire the 

business of, or new shares to be issued by, the debtor company), 
such a sponsor-to-be agrees and acknowledges the appointment of 
the current manager as the trustee; and

• there are no circumstances under which fair operation of the 
corporate reorganisation proceeding will not be prejudiced by 
involvement in management of the debtor company by the current 
managers.

Key differences 
The key differences between civil rehabilitation and corporate reor-
ganisation are, as in the aforementioned, whether the trustee is always 
appointed and whether exercise of security interest shall be stayed. 
Under the corporate reorganisation, the trustee is always appointed, 
and the exercise of security interest is stayed during the whole 
proceeding.

8 Successful reorganisations

How are creditors classified for purposes of a reorganisation 
plan and how is the plan approved? Can a reorganisation plan 
release non-debtor parties from liability, and, if so, in what 
circumstances?

The treatment of creditors differs between civil rehabilitation and cor-
porate reorganisation. 

In civil rehabilitation, only one class is permitted under the law – all 
of the unsecured creditors. 

For affirmative resolution of the rehabilitation plan, both of the fol-
lowing is necessary: 
• Headcounts: a simple majority (that is, exceeding half of the num-

ber of the unsecured creditors (voting right holders)); and 
• Amounts: half or more of the aggregate claim amount of the unse-

cured creditors.

Under civil rehabilitation, there is no cramdown system.
The rehabilitation plan, even if approved by the creditors, becomes 

effective only when the court’s confirmation order thereon becomes 
final and non-appealable. 

In corporate reorganisation, theoretically many classes may be 
established; however, under the prevalent practice, only two classes are 
established by the court for the plan voting: a class of all the secured 
creditors and a class of all the unsecured creditors.

The requirements for approval of the reorganisation plan are as 
follows:

• class of unsecured creditors: a simple majority (that is, exceeding 
half ) of the aggregate claim amount of the unsecured creditors.

• class of secured creditors:
• two-thirds or more of the aggregate claim amount of the 

secured creditors, if only the maturity dates of their claims are 
modified by the plan;

• three-quarters or more of the aggregate claim amount of 
the secured creditors, if their rights are affected by the plan 
by means of a discharge of a part or all of the secured claim 
amount or otherwise, other than mere alteration of the matu-
rity dates; and

• nine-tenths or more of the secured creditors, in the event the 
plan contemplates liquidation.

Under corporate reorganisation, there is a cramdown system. If the 
plan is voted down by either of the classes, then the court may termi-
nate the corporate reorganisation proceeding and convert the case to 
straight bankruptcy. However, if the court deems it appropriate, the 
court may amend and confirm the plan in the following manner:
• with respect to a secured creditor, keep the lien in place to secure 

the secured claim, or pay the secured claim with the net sales pro-
ceeds upon sale of the collateral for not less than the court-deter-
mined fair market value (as evaluated free and clear);

• pay to an unsecured creditor an amount equivalent to the distribu-
tion in the event of straight bankruptcy; and pay to a shareholder 
an amount equivalent to the distribution in the event of liquidation;

• pay the fair market value of the claim as determined by the court; 
or

• provide other fair and equitable protection to the creditors.

The reorganisation plan, if approved by the creditors and confirmed by 
the court, becomes immediately effective even before the court’s con-
firmation order thereon becomes final and non-appealable.

9 Involuntary liquidations

What are the requirements for creditors placing a debtor 
into involuntary liquidation and what are the effects? Once 
the proceeding is opened, are there material differences to 
proceedings opened voluntarily? 

A creditor may file petition for bankruptcy and the court may com-
mence bankruptcy if it finds that, because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor is generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due, or the debtor’s liabilities exceed its assets.

A shareholder may not file for bankruptcy.
After the commencement of bankruptcy, there is no material dif-

ference between a voluntary case and an involuntary case. 

10 Involuntary reorganisation

What are the requirements for creditors commencing an 
involuntary reorganisation and what are the effects? Once the 
proceeding is opened, are there any material differences to 
proceedings opened voluntarily? 

A creditor may file petition for civil rehabilitation and the court may 
commence civil rehabilitation if it finds that, there is a risk that, 
because of the lack of ability to pay, the debtor becomes generally and 
continuously unable to pay its debts as they become due, or there is a 
risk that the debtor’s liabilities come to exceed its assets. 

A shareholder may not file for civil rehabilitation.
A creditor or creditors holding aggregate claims equal to 10 per 

cent or more of the paid-in capital of the debtor may file for corporate 
reorganisation and the court may commence corporate reorganisation 
if it finds that there is a risk that, because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor becomes generally and continuously unable to pay its debts 
as they become due, or there is a risk that the debtor’s liabilities come 
to exceed its assets. 

A shareholder or shareholders holding 10 per cent or more of the 
total voting rights may also file petition for corporate reorganisation. 

After the commencement of civil rehabilitation or corporate reor-
ganisation, there is no material difference between a voluntary case 
and an involuntary case. 
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11 Expedited reorganisations

Do procedures exist for expedited reorganisations (eg, 
‘prepackaged’ reorganisations)?

Yes. Under Japanese recent practice, there are many cases (especially 
civil rehabilitation cases) where the acquirer of the debtor’s business 
(under Japanese prevalent practice, called a ‘sponsor’) is selected by 
the debtor (in most cases, through a bid process) before or right after 
the petition for civil rehabilitation and the debtor’s business is sold 
to the sponsor on an expedited basis before formulation or voting of 
the draft of the rehabilitation plan. This mechanism is much different 
from the ‘prepacked’ or ‘prearranged’ filing or the 363 sale under the US 
Chapter 11 in many aspects; however, business rehabilitation through 
business transfer (asset sale) outside of the rehabilitation plan is com-
mon under Japanese practice. 

12 Unsuccessful reorganisations

How is a proposed reorganisation defeated and what is the 
effect of a reorganisation plan not being approved? What if the 
debtor fails to perform a plan?

As described above, even if the plan is not approved, the cramdown 
system would work under corporate reorganisation (civil rehabilitation 
does not have a cramdown system). 

If the debtor fails to perform the plan during corporate reorgani-
sation or civil rehabilitation proceedings, the case will be converted to 
bankruptcy. However, in some cases, (the trustee of ) the debtor will try 
to amend the plan (propose a revised plan to the creditors and have the 
plan voted for) in order to avoid the conversion to bankruptcy. 

13 Corporate procedures

Are there corporate procedures for the dissolution of 
a corporation? How do such processes contrast with 
bankruptcy proceedings?

Yes. Special liquidation is used when, after a shareholders’ resolution 
for dissolution of the company has been passed, it is found or suspected 
that the company has an excess of debts over assets and will not be 
able to complete a normal dissolution. Special liquidation is not suit-
able for a company where the resolution for dissolution in the share-
holders’ meeting may not be easy to obtain considering the number of 
shareholders. Under special liquidation, the debtor will enter into an 
amicable settlement with the respective creditors, or, have a plan of 
payment approved by the creditors (exceeding a simple majority of the 
headcount and two-thirds of the claim amount) and confirmed by the 
court. If the special liquidation fails, the proceeding will be converted 
to bankruptcy. 

14 Conclusion of case

How are liquidation and reorganisation cases formally 
concluded?

Bankruptcy proceedings are concluded when the court orders ter-
mination of bankruptcy after completion of the final distribution to 
the creditors (or, if the distribution is no longer possible, the court 
orders discontinuance of bankruptcy and the order becomes final and 
non-appealable). 

Civil rehabilitation proceedings are concluded when the court 
issues an order of termination, which shall be issued when the rehabili-
tation plan is all performed, or three years have passed since the court’s 
confirmation order becomes final and non-appealable. 

Corporate reorganisation proceedings are concluded when the 
court issues an order of termination, which shall be issued when (i) 
the reorganisation plan is all performed, (ii) two-thirds or more of the 
monetary claims under the reorganisation plan have been paid to the 
creditors without payment default, or (iii) the court confirms that the 
reorganisation plan will definitely be carried out. 

Insolvency tests and filing requirements

15 Conditions for insolvency

What is the test to determine if a debtor is insolvent? 

The concepts of cash-flow insolvency and balance-sheet insolvency 
are important here. As explained above, bankruptcy proceedings com-
mence if the court finds that (i) because of the lack of ability to pay, 
the debtor is generally and continuously unable to pay its debts as they 
become due or (ii) the debtor’s liabilities exceed its assets. Civil reha-
bilitation and corporate reorganisation commence if the court finds 
that there is a risk of either (i) or (ii) happening. The inability to pay 
debts is related to cash-flow insolvency and the excess of liabilities is 
related to balance-sheet insolvency. 

16 Mandatory filing

Must companies commence insolvency proceedings in 
particular circumstances? 

Under Japanese law, companies are not statutorily obligated to file for 
commencement of the insolvency proceedings even if they become 
insolvent. However, there is a theory that, under certain circumstances, 
directors of an insolvent company owe a duty of care to consider filing 
for formal insolvency proceedings for the purpose of mitigation of the 
creditors’ losses.

Directors and officers

17 Directors’ liability – failure to commence proceedings and 
trading while insolvent

If proceedings are not commenced, what liability can result 
for directors and officers? What are the consequences for 
directors and officers if a company carries on business while 
insolvent?

Under Japanese law, directors and officers of a company are not statu-
torily obligated to file for commencement of the insolvency proceed-
ings even if the company becomes insolvent. However, there is a theory 
that, under certain circumstances, directors and officers of an insolvent 
company owe a duty of care to consider filing for formal insolvency 
proceedings for the purpose of mitigation of the creditors’ losses. 

Exceptionally, a director of a medical corporation must file for 
commencement of bankruptcy if the obligations of the medical corpo-
ration exceed its assets. 

18 Directors’ liabilities – other sources of liability

Apart from failure to file for proceedings, are corporate 
officers and directors personally liable for their corporation’s 
obligations? Are they liable for corporate pre-insolvency or 
pre-reorganisation actions? Can they be subject to sanctions 
for other reasons?

The corporate officers and directors owe a duty of care to their corpora-
tion, and if the corporation incurs loss caused by breach of the duty, 
then the officers and directors are personally liable for the loss. Such 
liabilities of the officers and directors will be examined by the trustee in 
bankruptcy, the DIP (or the trustee) in civil rehabilitation, or the trustee 
in corporate reorganisation. 

If a third party incurs loss caused by wilful misconduct or gross 
negligence of the officers and directors, then they will be personally 
liable to the third party. 

The officers and directors of a debtor corporation will incur crimi-
nal sanctions, for example, if they hide or destroy any assets of the 
debtor corporation with the intention of jeopardising the interests of 
the debtor’s creditors. 

19 Shift in directors’ duties

Do the duties that directors owe to the corporation shift to the 
creditors when an insolvency or reorganisation proceeding is 
likely? When?

See question 7.
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20 Directors’ powers after proceedings commence

What powers can directors and officers exercise after 
liquidation or reorganisation proceedings are commenced by, 
or against, their corporation?

See question 7.

Matters arising in a liquidation or reorganisation

21 Stays of proceedings and moratoria

What prohibitions against the continuation of legal 
proceedings or the enforcement of claims by creditors apply 
in liquidations and reorganisations? In what circumstances 
may creditors obtain relief from such prohibitions?

Generally speaking, once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate 
reorganisation has commenced, unsecured ordinary creditors are pre-
cluded from collecting their claims, including attachment or injunc-
tions, no matter whether or not they are provisional. 

22 Doing business 

When can the debtor carry on business during a liquidation 
or reorganisation? Is any special treatment given to creditors 
who supply goods or services after the filing? What are the 
roles of the creditors and the court in supervising the debtor’s 
business activities? 

In civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, the debtor can con-
tinue business immediately after the commencement and throughout 
the proceedings. 

23 Post-filing credit

May a debtor in a liquidation or reorganisation obtain secured 
or unsecured loans or credit? What priority is or can be given 
to such loans or credit?

Yes, and the post-filing credit (DIP finance) is ranked as the administra-
tive claim that must be paid when it becomes due.

24 Sale of assets

In reorganisations and liquidations, what provisions apply 
to the sale of specific assets out of the ordinary course of 
business and to the sale of the entire business of the debtor? 
Does the purchaser acquire the assets ‘free and clear’ of 
claims or do some liabilities pass with the assets? 

The most common method is to sell the business of the debtor to the 
acquirer (or ‘sponsor’). The encumbrances to the assets belonging to 
the business will not automatically become free and clear by the sale. 

25 Negotiating sale of assets

Does your system allow for ‘stalking horse’ bids in sale 
procedures and does your system permit credit bidding in 
sales? 

Stalking horse bids are permissible. Credit bids are not permitted. 

26 Rejection and disclaimer of contracts 

Can a debtor undergoing a liquidation or reorganisation reject 
or disclaim an unfavourable contract? Are there contracts that 
may not be rejected? What procedure is followed to reject a 
contract and what is the effect of rejection on the other party? 
What happens if a debtor breaches the contract after the 
insolvency case is opened?

Under Japanese law, the trustee in bankruptcy and corporate reorgan-
isation, or the DIP (or the trustee) in civil rehabilitation may elect to 
assume or cancel an executory contract. An executory contract under 
Japanese law is a bilateral contract the obligations of which are linked 
to each other by consideration and yet to be performed by each party as 
of the commencement of the insolvency proceedings.

In corporate reorganisation and civil rehabilitation, for the trus-
tee or DIP to cancel the executory contract, the court’s permission is 
required, which is non-appealable by any party. On the other hand, in 
case of assuming the executory contract, the court permission is unnec-
essary. In contrast, in bankruptcy, the court’s permission is necessary 
for the trustee to assume the executory contract, while it is unnecessary 
for the trustee to cancel the contract.

27 Intellectual property assets 

May an IP licensor or owner terminate the debtor’s right to 
use the IP when a liquidation or reorganisation is opened? To 
what extent may IP rights granted under an agreement with 
the debtor continue to be used? 

Taking corporate reorganisation and patent for example, the following 
is a summary.

Licensor’s corporate reorganisation
The licence agreement is usually treated as an executory contract. 
However, if the licence is based on patent under the Patent Act of 
Japan, then the provision of the executory contract under the Corporate 
Reorganisation Act will not be applicable and hence the trustee of licen-
sor cannot cancel the licence agreement. Consequently, the licence 
agreement will continue without cancellation by the trustee. 

Licensee’s corporate reorganisation
The licence agreement is usually treated as an executory contract. The 
trustee of the licensee may elect to assume or cancel the agreement. If 
the trustee of the licensee needs to continue to use the patent, then the 
trustee will assume the agreement and the loyalty claim will become 
an administrative claim (common benefit claim) that will be paid when 
it becomes due. 

If the trustee of the licensee does not need to continue to use the 
patent, then the trustee will cancel the agreement and the licensor will 
file a proof of claim (unsecured ordinary claim), which will be paid on a 
pro-rata basis in accordance with the reorganisation plan. 

28 Personal data 

Where personal information or customer data collected by a 
company in liquidation or reorganisation is valuable, are there 
any restrictions in your country on the use of that information 
or its transfer to a purchaser?

The Act on the Protection of Personal Information prohibits a com-
pany from transferring personal data as defined in the Act to a third 
party without consent from the person pertaining to the personal data, 
except where the company transfers personal data to a third party in 
accordance with the statutory laws or in the course of business trans-
fer such as statutory merger. Therefore, the trustee in bankruptcy, civil 
rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation (or the DIP in civil rehabili-
tation) may access or use the personal data in accordance with the rel-
evant statutory laws and transfer the personal data to an acquirer of 
business during the insolvency proceedings. 

29 Arbitration processes 

How frequently is arbitration used in liquidation or 
reorganisation proceedings? Are there certain types of 
disputes that may not be arbitrated? Can disputes that arise 
after the liquidation or reorganisation case is opened be 
arbitrated with the consent of the parties? 

Arbitration is hardly used in Japanese insolvency proceedings; how-
ever, mediation is sometimes used for revitalisation of the debtors. 
Two examples can be raised. First, there is a ‘special mediation’ pro-
ceeding handled by the court, and it is sometimes used for the purpose 
of making an amicable settlement between the debtor and some of the 
target creditors that did not give consent to the plan proposed by the 
debtor in its previous out-of-court workout proceeding. Second, in the 
case of corporate reorganisation of Spansion Japan Limited, a secured 
creditors’ committee (the first one in Japanese history) was established 
and a mediation mechanism introduced for reaching settlement with 
the reorganisation trustee on various important terms and conditions 
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of the reorganisation plan, which led to full recovery of the claims of the 
secured creditors’ committee. 

Creditor remedies

30 Creditors’ enforcement

Are there processes by which some or all of the assets of a 
business may be seized outside of court proceedings? How are 
these processes carried out?

Once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation has 
commenced, unsecured ordinary creditors are precluded from seiz-
ing assets belonging to the debtor. With respect to civil rehabilitation 
and corporate reorganisation, it is an established practice for the court 
to issue an order prohibiting the creditors from collecting pre-petition 
claims, including any seizure. 

31 Unsecured credit

What remedies are available to unsecured creditors? Are the 
processes difficult or time-consuming? Are pre-judgment 
attachments available? 

With respect to civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, once 
petition for commencement of these proceedings has been filed with 
the court, the court will issue an order prohibiting the creditors from 
collecting pre-petition claims. Exceptionally, in such an order, the court 
sometimes allows the debtor to pay small amount claims.

After the petition, the court issues an order commencing bank-
ruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation (note that, even 
in the voluntary petition, there is a gap period between petition and 
commencement). Once these proceedings commence, unsecured 
ordinary creditors are precluded from collecting their claims outside 
the proceedings. Exceptionally, small amount claims may be paid 
in full if the court finds that prompt payment of such small amount 
claims would facilitate smooth progress of civil rehabilitation or cor-
porate reorganisation, or significant hindrance would be caused to the 
continuation of the debtor’s business unless small amount claims are 
promptly paid. Furthermore, very exceptionally, under certain circum-
stances, the court may permit payment of the pre-commencement 
claim if the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) and the creditor 
make a settlement (in that event, the nature of the claim will be turned 
to an administrative claim). 

Creditor involvement and proving claims 

32 Creditor participation

During the liquidation or reorganisation, what notices are 
given to creditors? What meetings are held and how are they 
called? What information regarding the administration of 
the estate, its assets and the claims against it is available to 
creditors or creditors’ committees? What are the liquidator’s 
reporting obligations? 

Once bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation or corporate reorganisation have 
commenced, a notice on the commencement, the form and bar date 
of filing the proof of claim, and the date of the creditors’ meeting will 
be sent to all the creditors known to the debtor. A statutory creditors’ 
meeting will be held and the creditors will be called by the notice. In 
the creditors’ meeting in bankruptcy, the trustee reports the financial 
status of the debtor, the reasons for bankruptcy, whether there are any 
circumstances that require a court order to assess the liabilities of the 
officers of the debtor or a court order to freeze the officers’ assets, and 
any other matters necessary for the bankruptcy proceeding.

In civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, the trustee 
(or the DIP under civil rehabilitation) must, without delay after com-
mencement of the proceeding, submit to the court and the creditors’ 
committee (if one exists) a report on the reasons why the debtor became 
insolvent, the past and present status of the business and assets of the 
debtor, whether circumstances require a court order to assess the liabil-
ities of the officers of the debtor or a court order to freeze the officers’ 
assets, and any other matters necessary for the proceeding. 

33 Creditor representation

What committees can be formed (or representative counsel 
appointed) and what powers or responsibilities do they 
have? How are they selected and appointed? May they retain 
advisers and how are their expenses funded?

The Japanese insolvency proceedings have been recognised as debtor-
friendly proceedings in general. There is no statutory requirement of 
forming a creditors’ committee, and in fact, there have seldom been 
cases where the creditors’ committee was formed and recognised by 
the court. One of the reasons for this result is that creditors may for-
mulate a creditor group respectively, and it sometimes suffices for 
collection purposes. However, as illustrated below, the creditors’ com-
mittee may greatly contribute to the revitalisation of the debtor’s busi-
ness, and it would lead to maximisation of recovery for the creditors. 
Personal experience leads to the conclusion that creditors’ committees 
should be utilised more often in Japanese insolvency proceedings. 

Under Japanese law, creditors’ committees may participate in the 
relevant insolvency proceedings if the court recognises this. The court 
may recognise only if (i) the number of the committee members is 
between three and 10, (ii) a majority of the creditors that have submit-
ted claims consent to the committee’s participation in the proceeding, 
and (iii) the committee fairly represents the interests of all creditors. 
The committees are not prohibited from retaining advisers. Each com-
mittee is given certain powers, which include the right to (i) state its 
opinion to the court, the debtor or the trustee regarding the proceed-
ing, (ii) convene creditors’ meetings, and (iii) supervise implementa-
tion of the proceeding. If a committee has contributed to the smooth 
progress of bankruptcy or rehabilitation or reorganisation of the debt-
or’s business, and has incurred necessary expenses for such activities, 
the court may, following a creditor’s petition, permit reimbursement 
of a reasonable amount of the necessary expenses, from the property 
of the debtor. 

The most successful case of a creditors’ committee began in 2009, 
when Spansion Japan filed for corporate reorganisation with the Tokyo 
District Court, and 10 secured creditors corresponding to 99 per cent 
of secured claims in value formulated a statutory secured creditors’ 
committee, which was approved by the court for the first time in Japan. 
The committee took every imaginable measure possible in order to 
maximise recovery, including participating in the US Chapter 11 pro-
ceedings of Spansion LLC, which is the parent company of Spansion 
Japan, which nevertheless gave up on the idea of rescuing its Japanese 
subsidiary. 

After long and tough negotiations among the committee, Spansion 
Japan and Spansion LLC reached a settlement agreement that pro-
vided Spansion Japan with more funds (ie, payment resources for the 
secured creditors) than it had originally expected. In addition, the 
committee served as the court-approved agent of Spansion Japan to 
remarket its assets, and it finally brought Texas Instruments not only 
as an asset purchaser but also as a viable sponsor of Spansion Japan. 
The committee also negotiated the terms and conditions of the reor-
ganisation plan through a unique scheme of mediation where the com-
mittee and Spansion Japan submitted both arguments and information 
relevant to the arguments before the three mediators, two of whom 
were selected by both parties and the remaining one was selected by 
the two appointed mediators, all three being insolvency practitioners. 
The mediation went through 11 iterations, during which both parties 
separately filed reorganisation plans with the court, and finally reached 
a settlement on the terms and conditions of the plan (the debtor’s plan 
was amended to reflect the settlement, and the committee’s competing 
plan was withdrawn).

Through these endeavors, the creditors belonging to the commit-
tee enjoyed full recovery of ¥27.5 billion in total, this being an unusual 
case in the history of Japanese corporate reorganisation. Moreover, 
the Tokyo District Court, admitting that the committee contributed 
to reorganisation of the debtor’s business, issued an unprecedented 
order approving payment of ¥500 million in total from the estate of 
Spansion Japan to the committee, which led to the successful recovery 
of ¥28 billion (corresponding to US$280 million, assuming that ¥100 
equals US$1) in total by the committee. 
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34 Enforcement of estate’s rights

If the liquidator has no assets to pursue a claim, may the 
creditors pursue the estate’s remedies? If so, to whom do the 
fruits of the remedies belong? Can they be assigned to a third 
party?

No.

35 Claims 

How is a creditor’s claim submitted and what are the time 
limits? How are claims disallowed and how does a creditor 
appeal? Can claims for contingent or unliquidated amounts 
be recognised? Are there provisions on the transfer of claims 
and must transfers be disclosed? How are the amounts of 
such claims determined? 

Payment of a pre-commencement unsecured claims is generally pro-
hibited after commencement of bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation and 
corporate reorganisation. Such a claim will be paid in accordance 
with the distribution process under bankruptcy, the rehabilitation 
plan under civil rehabilitation, or the reorganisation plan under cor-
porate reorganisation. To be eligible for the payment, a creditor must 
file a proof of its claim within the period prescribed by the court. With 
respect to any proof of claim duly filed, the trustee (or DIP under civil 
rehabilitation) is to prepare and file with the court a schedule that indi-
cates whether the debtor allows or disallows the content of such claim 
and the voting right of the relevant creditor. Under civil rehabilitation 
only, if the debtor is aware of any rehabilitation claim, for which no 
proof has been filed, the debtor must indicate in the schedule whether 
it allows or disallows such a claim.

Any creditor who has filed a proof of claim is entitled to object to 
a claim indicated in the schedule of allowance or disallowance during 
the period prescribed by the court. A claim that is allowed by the trus-
tee (or DIP) and is not objected to by any creditor is considered final. A 
court clerk inserts all final claims in the schedule of creditors. The entry 
of claims into that schedule has the same effect as a final and binding 
judgment with respect to the finalised claims. If the debtor or any credi-
tor objects to a proof of any claim, the creditor whose claim is objected 
to may file a petition with the court for assessment of the existence or 
the amount of the claim in a fast-track proceeding. A party who disa-
grees with the court’s decision regarding a claim assessment can file a 
lawsuit within one month of its receipt of the court order. 

With respect to secured claims, under bankruptcy and civil reha-
bilitation, the secured creditors may exercise the security interest out-
side the proceedings and it is not subject to the claim determination 
process above. That being said, a secured creditor whose claim is not or 
unlikely to be fully covered by the security interest should file the proof 
of the claim to be eligible for the payment of the unsecured portion. 

Under corporate reorganisation, payment of a secured claim (ie, 
a claim secured by the collateral belonging to the debtor company’s 
estate) is stayed by the commencement order (and even before the 
commencement, prohibited by the comprehensive prohibition order, 
if issued by the court), and a secured claim can be paid only in accord-
ance with the reorganisation plan. The trustee makes the valuation 
of the collateral based on the present value as of the date of the com-
mencement. To the extent a claim amount exceeds the value of the 
collateral, the exceeding part (the deficiency claim) is dealt with as an 
unsecured ordinary claim. The holder of a secured claim has the right 
to challenge the trustee’s valuation of the collateral. 

36 Set-off and netting

To what extent may creditors exercise rights of set-off or 
netting in a liquidation or in a reorganisation? Can creditors 
be deprived of the right of set-off either temporarily or 
permanently? 

Generally speaking, creditors can exercise the right of set-off. In a typi-
cal set-off, it is necessary for the obligations of each party to be mutual, 
due and owing. In civil rehabilitation proceedings and corporate reor-
ganisation proceedings, creditors can only exercise the right of set-off 
before the expiry of the period of the filing of their claims. Under cer-
tain circumstances, set-off is prohibited by the law. 

Close-out netting clause set out in the International Swaps and 
Derivatives Association (ISDA) master agreement in respect of instru-
ments traded by reference to market prices is effective under Japanese 
law and the balance as a result of the close-out netting will be recog-
nised as a single claim (or a single debt, as applicable) under relevant 
insolvency proceedings. 

37 Modifying creditors’ rights

May the court change the rank (priority) of a creditor’s claim? 
If so, what are the grounds for doing so and how frequently 
does this occur?

See question 31.

38 Priority claims

Apart from employee-related claims, what are the 
major privileged and priority claims in liquidations and 
reorganisations? Which have priority over secured creditors? 

Under Japanese law, the rank and priority of creditors varies depending 
on the type of claims and proceedings involved. 

Under bankruptcy proceedings
Administrative claims will be paid when they become due to the extent 
that the bankruptcy estate is sufficient to satisfy such claims, and secu-
rity interests are independent from the proceedings and are therefore 
enforceable.

Other claims will be distributed in the following order:
• preferred bankruptcy claims; 
• ordinary bankruptcy claims (ie, ordinary unsercured claims); 
• subordinated bankruptcy claims; and
• contractual subordinated bankruptcy claims.

Residual funds after all of the above have been satisfied in full will be 
distributed to shareholders. Such a scenario is, however, very rare. 

Under civil rehabilitation proceedings
• Administrative claims will be paid in full when they become due; 
• Security interests are independent from the proceedings and are 

therefore enforceable. In many cases, the debtor (DIP) and secured 
creditors will reach agreement on the value of the collateral, the 
repayment schedule thereof, and enjoinment in respect of enforce-
ment to the extent that such repayment is duly performed; 

• General preferred claims (such as pre-commencement tax claims 
and pre-commencement labour and retirement allowance claims) 
will be paid in full when they become due; 

• Ordinary rehabilitation claims (ie, ordinary unsecured claims) will 
be paid in accordance with the plan of rehabilitation; and

• Contractual subordinated claims will be assigned the lowest 
priority. 

Shareholders will not be paid and will usually be extinguished under 
the plan of rehabilitation.

Under corporate reorganisation proceedings: 
• Administrative claims will be paid in full when they become due; 
• Security interests will be unenforceable once an order has been 

issued for commencement of the corporate reorganisation pro-
ceedings. (If a special order prohibiting enforcement is issued, 
then security interests will be unenforceable even before com-
mencement of the corporate reorganisation proceedings.) Instead, 
claims in respect of security interests will be treated as secured up 
to the value of the collateral as of the commencement of the case, 
and will be repaid in accordance with the reorganisation plan. The 
remaining portion not covered by the value of the collateral will be 
treated as ordinary reorganisation claims; 

• Preferred reorganisation claims (such as certain types of tax claims 
and a certain range of labour and retirement allowance claims) will 
be subject to the plan of reorganisation;

• Ordinary reorganisation claims (ie, ordinary unsecured claims) 
will be paid in accordance with the plan of reorganisation; and

• Contractual subordinated claims will be assigned the lowest 
priority. 
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Usually, shareholders will not be paid and will be extinguished under 
the plan of reorganisation.

39 Employment-related liabilities 

What employee claims arise where employees’ contracts 
are terminated during a restructuring or liquidation? What 
are the procedures for termination? (Are employee claims 
as a whole increased where large numbers of employees’ 
contracts are terminated or where the business ceases 
operations?)

Under Japanese law, a labour agreement is treated as an executory 
contract, and the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) may elect 
to assume or terminate the labour agreement. In termination of the 
labour agreement (ie, dismissal), the trustee must abide by a rule that 
a dismissal shall, where the dismissal lacks objectively reasonable 
grounds and is not considered to be appropriate in general societal 
terms, be treated as a misuse of that right and invalid. 

Collective redundancies sometimes become necessary for revi-
talisation of a debtor company. Under Japanese court precedents and 
prevalent practice, in case of dismissal as a means of employment 
adjustment (ie, collective redundancies), the following four require-
ments shall all be satisfied: (i) necessity of reduction; (ii) effort to avoid 
dismissal; (iii) rationality in selection of target employees; and (iv) pro-
cedural appropriateness. According to prevalent views, even during the 
insolvency proceedings, the four requirements above are applicable 
but they are not so strictly applied as before the insolvency petition. For 
example, validity of collective redundancies during the corporate reor-
ganisation of Japan Airlines has been disputed in several lawsuits, and 
the courts held it valid in most of the cases. 

40 Pension claims

What remedies exist for pension-related claims against 
employers in insolvency or reorganisation proceedings and 
what priorities attach to such claims? 

With respect to pensions, there are several kinds of pension schemes 
in Japan and treatment of pension obligation varies depending upon 
the types of insolvency proceedings. In general, treatment of defined-
benefit (DB) corporate pensions with underfunded portions in the 
corporate reorganisation proceedings has often been at issue. DB is a 
system whereby pension benefits payable in the future to participants 
are predetermined. There are two types of DB pensions – agreement 
type and fund type. The former was at issue in the Spansion Japan (SPJ) 
case, and the latter was at issue in the Japan Airline (JAL) case. In the 
SPJ case, SPJ (ie, the employer) and its employees entered into a pen-
sion agreement, and SPJ executed a trust agreement with a trust bank. 
The pension to retirees had been paid from the trust asset, and not 
from the estate of SPJ. Based on the pension agreement, the employees 
had a claim against SPJ whereby SPJ had to pay the pension premiums 
to the trust bank, and thereby SPJ made installment payments of the 
premium to the trust bank. The pension was underfunded and hence 
there existed a deficiency in the pension asset. There are two kinds of 
premiums, one is a standard premium for the purpose of funding for 
the future service liability and the other is a special premium for the 
purpose of funding for the past service liability (ie, making up for the 
underfunded portion). Under these facts, in the SPJ case, the standard 
premium was treated as an administrative claim that would be paid in 
full as it became due. As to the special premium, it was treated simi-
larly to a retirement allowance claim, and hence one-third was treated 
as an administrative claim, while two-thirds of it was treated as a 
preferred reorganisation claim that was subject to stay and would be 
paid in accordance with the reorganisation plan (in the SPJ case, it was 
fully paid in accordance with the plan). In the JAL case, because the 
premium claim was held by an independent body corporate and not by 
the employees, the claim was treated as an ordinary unsecured claim. 
Treatment of pensions under the Japanese insolvency proceedings is 
very complex, as illustrated above. 

41 Environmental problems and liabilities

Where there are environmental problems, who is responsible 
for controlling the environmental problem and for 
remediating the damage caused? Are any of these liabilities 
imposed on the insolvency administrator personally, secured 
or unsecured creditors, the debtor’s officers and directors, or 
on third parties?

The trustee (or the DIP under civil rehabilitation) is primarily respon-
sible for taking care of the environmental issues during the insolvency 
proceedings.

42 Liabilities that survive insolvency or reorganisation 
proceedings

Do any liabilities of a debtor survive an insolvency or a 
reorganisation? 

In civil rehabilitation, once the court’s order confirming the rehabili-
tation plan becomes final and non-appealable, the debtor will be dis-
charged from every unsecured claim other than claims stipulated in 
the rehabilitation plan, claims that have not been filed within the filing 
period because of grounds not attributable to the relevant creditors or 
certain other liabilities set out in the Civil Rehabilitation Act. Common 
benefit claims, preferred claims and security interests will survive the 
rehabilitation proceeding. 

In corporate reorganisation, once the court confirms the reorgani-
sation plan, the debtor will be discharged from every secured and unse-
cured claim other than claims stipulated in the reorganisation plan, 
claims for retirement benefits of the debtor’s officer (such as directors, 
auditors, representative directors and executive officers) and the debt-
or’s employees who took office or were employed after the commence-
ment of the reorganisation proceeding or certain other liabilities set 
out in the Corporate Reorganisation Act. Common benefits claims will 
survive the reorganisation proceeding. 

43 Distributions

How and when are distributions made to creditors in 
liquidations and reorganisations?

In bankruptcy, distribution will be made when (or each time) the trus-
tee collects sufficient funds to be distributed by liquidating the debtor’s 
assets. 

In civil rehabilitation, distributions to creditors will be made in 
accordance with the rehabilitation plan, within 10 years.

In corporate reorganisation, distributions to creditors will be made 
in accordance with the reorganisation plan, within 15 years. 

Security

44 Secured lending and credit (immovables)

What principal types of security are taken on immovable 
(real) property?

With respect to real property such as a land or a building (please note 
that they are different property and could belong to different persons 
under Japanese law), a mortgage is the most typical security interest. 

45 Secured lending and credit (movables)

What principal types of security  are taken on movable 
(personal) property?

With respect to movables, retention right, statutory lien, pledge, 
assignment as security and title retention are typical security interests.

Clawback and related-party transactions

46 Transactions that may be annulled

What transactions can be annulled or set aside in liquidations 
and reorganisations and what are the grounds? Who can 
attack such transactions? 

The trustee in bankruptcy or corporate reorganisation and the super-
visor in civil rehabilitation (if granted such power by the court) are 
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Update and trends

This chapter has focused on the court insolvency proceedings; 
however, out-of-court workouts (ie, out-of-court debt-restructuring 
through agreements among the target creditors and the debtor) are also 
common in Japan. 

In recent years, there has been a significant drop in the number 
of corporate reorganisation and civil rehabilitation proceedings. By 
contrast, recent years have seen a rise in the number of out-of-court 
workouts where debtor companies and lender banks reach agreement 
on a plan of reorganisation under which debt repayment is rescheduled 
or discharged. 

This trend is attributable to several factors. First, the Japanese 
government has enacted several statutes that facilitate systematised 
out-of-court proceedings such as the Turnaround ADR scheme, the 
REVIC scheme, and the SME Rehabilitation Support Association 
scheme. Second, out-of-court workout proceedings provide lender 
banks with more information and transparency than court proceedings. 
Third, the value of a debtor’s business will not be impaired by out-
of-court workouts because trade creditors are not involved in such 
workouts and the existence of such workouts are known only to the 
lender banks. For the above reasons, banks are also more likely to 
enjoy better recovery rates than they would under court insolvency 
proceedings.

The prevalence of workouts is also due to the after-effects 
of the so-called Moratorium Law (precisely, the Act Concerning 
Temporary Measures to Facilitate Financing for Small to Medium-sized 
Enterprises), which was enacted in 2009 and expired in 2013. Under 
the Moratorium Law, Japanese banks were obliged to endeavour to 
lessen the burden of debts owed by SMEs to the extent possible by 
taking measures such as change of terms and conditions of debts, 
refinance of debts, debt-to-equity swap and so forth, if so proposed by 
the SMEs. Notwithstanding the expiration of the Moratorium Law, the 
Japanese government still enjoined banks to continue with the same 
approach toward SMEs as if the law were still in effect. This has helped 
distressed SMEs, which would otherwise have gone bankrupt, continue 
in operation. Accordingly, the Moratorium Law is often criticised as 
protecting ‘zombie’ companies.  

The most noteworthy recent development in the area of insolvency 
is the government’s plan to take a step to introduce majority rule to 

out-of-court workouts. As discussed above, out-of-court workouts 
have been increasing in recent years, and are generally preferred over 
court insolvency proceedings. However, in light of the right to property, 
which right is guaranteed as inviolable under the Constitution of Japan, 
there has been general understanding that, in out-of-court workouts, a 
reorganisation plan involving re-scheduling or discharge of claims shall 
be approved by unanimous consent by the creditors involved in the 
plan (in most cases, banks and other financial creditors). Accordingly, 
even if only one creditor is against a reorganisation plan in an out-of-
court workout, the workout will result in failure, such that the debtor 
would have to file for court insolvency proceedings instead. This result 
is often criticised by insolvency professionals as harmful to business 
reorganisation. 

Given this background and as a result of a series of considerations, 
it is concluded that the majority rule shall not be adopted in the out-
of-court workout regime itself; however, the reorganisation plan of the 
failed workout should be utilised in the immediately following court 
insolvency proceeding so that the plan will be approved by the majority 
of the creditors. 

For the purpose of achieving the goal above, treatment of trade 
claims is an important issue. Trade claims (most of which are small 
amount claims) are usually not involved in or affected by the out-of-
court workout, but they would be affected by the court insolvency 
proceedings if no measures were taken. From this viewpoint, the Act 
on Strengthening Industrial Competitiveness has been amended and 
enforced in July 2018 to implement special rules in civil rehabilitation 
proceeding and corporate reorganisation proceeding after the failure 
of out-of-court workouts, which will request the court to take account 
of the decisions relating to treatment of the small amount claims made 
in the preceding certain out-of-court workouts, and it is expected that 
such rules will support the continuity relating to the treatment of small 
amount claims between the out-of-court workouts and the following 
court insolvency proceedings.

In addition, Tokyo District Court has announced a ‘fast-track’ 
schedule of civil rehabilitation proceedings for the case following the 
failure of out-of-court workouts and it is expected to proceed quickly 
and smoothly by utilising the financial analysis, business plan and the 
reorganisation plan prepared in the preceding out-of-court workout.

entitled to exercise the right of avoidance if such an act is found 
to be fraudulent conveyance or granting a preference to a specific 
creditor, etc. 

47 Equitable subordination

Are there any restrictions on claims by related parties or 
non-arm’s length creditors (including shareholders) against 
corporations in insolvency or reorganisation proceedings? 

There exists a concept similar to (but, not the same as) equitable subor-
dination; however, it is exceptional and not automatic. In short, a loan 
extended by a shareholder would not be subordinated simply because 
the creditor is a shareholder.

The Corporate Reorganisation Act and the Civil Rehabilitation Act 
contain provisions permitting differentiation of payment in the plan 
of reorganisation or rehabilitation on the basis of equity between the 
same kinds of claims. As a result, there are the reorganisation plans 
where intercompany claims have been subordinated. Taking some high 
court precedents for example, (i) the Fukuoka High Court held that a 
reorganisation plan that subordinated a claim of the parent company 
that wholly controlled the subsidiary (the reorganisation debtor) and 
was responsible for the subsidiary becoming insolvent was reasonable 
and equitable under the circumstances, and (ii) the Tokyo High Court 
held that a reorganisation plan that subordinated a claim of a director 
who was responsible for letting the company become insolvent was 
equitable under the circumstances. However, it is generally understood 
that the trustee (or DIP under civil rehabilitation) does not owe duty to 
subordinate a claim unless it is extremely unjust not to do so. 

There is no similar provision in the Bankruptcy Act, and hence, 
generally speaking, most of the court precedents do not support the 
argument of equitable subordination in the bankruptcy proceedings. 

Groups of companies

48 Groups of companies

In which circumstances can a parent or affiliated corporation 
be responsible for the liabilities of subsidiaries or affiliates? 

Any insolvency proceedings must be petitioned with respect to each 
company respectively, and the court would look at each company sepa-
rately. The general rule is that it is not permissible to make a distribu-
tion of group company assets on a pro-rata basis without regard to the 
assets of the individual corporate entities involved. Under Japanese 
prevalent practice, substantive consolidation without relevant credi-
tors’ consent is not permissible. 

49 Combining parent and subsidiary proceedings

In proceedings involving a corporate group, are the 
proceedings by the parent and its subsidiaries combined for 
administrative purposes? May the assets and liabilities of the 
companies be pooled for distribution purposes? 

For example, if the parent and the subsidiaries are all under corporate 
reorganisation proceedings, the court and the trustee (usually, the 
same court and the same trustee will handle all the group companies) 
may think of merging all or a part of the companies for the purpose of 
reorganisation, and the trustee may draft the reorganisation plans to 
that effect.
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International cases

50 Recognition of foreign judgments

Are foreign judgments or orders recognised and in what 
circumstances? Is your country a signatory to a treaty on 
international insolvency or on the recognition of foreign 
judgments? 

Japanese courts will recognise a foreign judgment in Japan if (i) the 
foreign court is recognised as having jurisdiction over the case accord-
ing to Japanese conflict-of-laws principles or relevant treaties, (ii) the 
defendant has been properly notified of the commencement of the pro-
ceedings or has not been properly notified but nevertheless assumed 
that proceedings had been commenced, or (iii) the judgment or 
the procedure of the lawsuit is not against public policy in Japan (for 
example, punitive damages are against Japanese public policy and not 
enforceable) and there is reciprocity of recognition between Japan and 
the country where the judgment was rendered. 

51 UNCITRAL Model Law

Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency 
been adopted or is it under consideration in your country?

Japan has long adopted a rigid territoriality principle under which insol-
vency proceedings commenced in Japan do not extend to the debtor’s 
assets outside Japan, and, correspondingly, insolvency proceedings 
commenced outside Japan do not extend to the debtor’s assets in Japan. 

This principle was, however, abolished in 1999 and 2000, and 
replaced with the extra-territoriality principle. 

Accordingly, under current Japanese laws, the power of the trus-
tee/DIP extends to the debtor’s assets located outside Japan. 

On top of that, taking account of the UNCITRAL Model Law on 
Cross-Border Insolvency, Japan has also enacted the Act on Recognition 
of and Assistance for Foreign Insolvency Proceedings (Recognition 
and Assistance Act) in 2001, which sets out measures to extend foreign 
insolvency proceedings to the debtor’s assets in Japan. Japan was one 
of the earliest countries to adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law. The Act 
did not purely adopt the Model Law as it modified it in some respects.

There have been 15 foreign insolvency proceedings to date that 
have been recognised by the Tokyo District Court under the Act. In 
rendering the recognition, examination of COMI is sometimes at issue.

Although the extra-territorial principle has been adopted under 
Japanese insolvency law, it is up to foreign courts whether to stay or 
give effect to Japanese insolvency proceedings. Accordingly, a debtor 
with important assets outside Japan would have to consider whether 
to file for recognition of Japanese insolvency proceedings with the rel-
evant foreign court. For example, filing for Chapter 15 proceedings in 
the US as bankruptcy trustee for a Japanese company in order to halt a 
lawsuit in the US against the company and prevent foreclosure against 
the company’s asset in the US. Chapter 15 filings have been quite com-
mon recently in global cases, including those involving Spansion Japan, 
Japan Airlines, Elpida Memory, Sanko Steamship, Mt. Gox and Takata. 

In the case of Elpida Memory (where cash injection by the sponsor con-
templated under the reorganisation plan was conditional upon the US 
court’s recognition of the plan), the Japanese reorganisation plan was 
recognised by a US court for the first time in the history of Chapter 15 
filings. 

A further issue is how to deal with the assets in the foreign country 
where UNCITRAL-type recognition systems have not been introduced. 
In one case, the Japanese lawyer visited Hong Kong as bankruptcy trus-
tee for a bankrupt individual for the purpose of investigating the bank 
accounts he might have maintained there. Because UNCITRAL-type 
recognition proceedings are not available in Hong Kong, and it was 
uncertain whether or not the bank would accept the Japanese bank-
ruptcy trustee, the trustee had to take the bankrupt individual and his 
own attorney to Hong Kong, together with the trustee, and conducted 
the investigation with them at the banks concerned. Such issues are 
common in cross-border cases.

In 2015, Anderson Mori & Tomotsune represented creditors in fil-
ing for corporate reorganisation proceedings against about 40 special 
purpose companies in Panama and Singapore. This is a landmark case 
because it was the first corporate reorganisation case where the foreign 
entities were deemed equivalent to Japanese stock companies, which 
are subject to corporate reorganisation. In the Spansion Japan case in 
2009, the semiconductor manufacturer filed for corporate reorganisa-
tion in Japan and its US parent company filed for Chapter 11 soon after 
that. This case was unique because the two insolvency cases proceeded 
in Japan and in the United States, and there occurred many cross-bor-
der insolvency issues between them. In this case, the secured creditors’ 
committee was admitted by the Tokyo District Court for the first time 
in Japanese history and participated in US Chapter 11 proceedings, 
which ultimately resulted in successful recovery by the creditors.

52 Foreign creditors

How are foreign creditors dealt with in liquidations and 
reorganisations?

A foreign creditor will be treated in the same way as a Japanese creditor 
under any of the insolvency proceedings. 

53 Cross-border transfers of assets under administration

May assets be transferred from an administration in your 
country to an administration of the same company or another 
group company in another country?

Generally speaking, no.
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54 COMI

What test is used in your jurisdiction to determine the COMI 
(centre of main interests) of a debtor company or group 
of companies? Is there a test for, or any experience with, 
determining the COMI of a corporate group of companies in 
your jurisdiction?

Under the Recognition and Assistance Act, there exists the concept of 
the ‘debtor’s principal business office’ which is essentially equivalent 
to the COMI under the UNCITRAL Model Law. Although the debtor’s 
principal business office is not defined under the Act, a recent court 
precedent (Think 3 Inc case) held that, in order to decide the location 
of a debtor’s principal business office, the Japanese court would take 
into account the various elements of the debtor as a whole, in par-
ticular the location of the debtor’s headquarters or centre of business 
management and strategy, and the debtor’s major asset and business 
operation. There is no explicit test or court precedent to determine the 
location of the principal business office of a corporate group of compa-
nies, but a similar approach should be taken as described above.

55 Cross-border cooperation

Does your country’s system provide for recognition of 
foreign insolvency proceedings and for cooperation between 
domestic and foreign courts and domestic and foreign 
insolvency administrators in cross-border insolvencies 
and restructurings? Have courts in your country refused to 
recognise foreign proceedings or to cooperate with foreign 
courts and, if so, on what grounds? 

Under the Recognition and Assistance Act, a foreign trustee may file a 
request to the Tokyo District Court (which has the exclusive jurisdic-
tion) to recognise the foreign proceedings and take necessary measures 
including the foreclosure of assets and appointment of a domestic trus-
tee in Japan. 

To date, the following 15 cases have been recognised by the Tokyo 
District Court. 
• Jinro (Hong Kong) International Ltd (Hong Kong); 
• Azabu Building (the United States);
• Lehman Brothers Asia Holdings Ltd (Hong Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Asia Capital Company (Hong Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Commercial Corporation Asia Limited (Hong 

Kong);
• Lehman Brothers Securities Asia Limited (Hong Kong);
• Korea Line (South Korea);
• Alitalia – Linee Aeree Italiane SPA (Italy);
• Think 3 Inc (Italy and the United States);
• Samho Shipping (South Korea);
• STX Pan Ocean (South Korea);
• Song Won PCS (South Korea);
• Terrafix Suedafrika (South Africa); 
• Daebo International Shipping Company (South Korea); and
• Hanjin Shipping (South Korea).

56 Cross-border insolvency protocols and joint court hearings

In cross-border cases, have the courts in your country entered 
into cross-border insolvency protocols or other arrangements 
to coordinate proceedings with courts in other countries? 
Have courts in your country communicated or held joint 
hearings with courts in other countries in cross-border cases? 
If so, with which other countries?

To date, there has been no case where a Japanese court has entered into 
a protocol with overseas courts.
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N Applicable insolvency law, reorganisations: liquidations

Bankruptcy Act for the bankruptcy proceeding; Companies Act for the special liquidation proceeding; Civil Rehabilitation Act for the civil rehabilitation proceeding; and 
Corporate Reorganisation Act for the corporate reorganisation proceeding.

Customary kinds of security devices on immovables

Mortgage.

Customary kinds of security devices on movables

Assignment of movables as security, title retention (reservation of ownership), etc.

Stays of proceedings in reorganisations/liquidations

Respective collection of unsecured claim will be stayed in bankruptcy, civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation. Secured claim will not be stayed in bankruptcy 
and civil rehabilitation, while it will be stayed in corporate reorganisation.

Duties of the insolvency administrator

Duty of care to interested parties, especially creditors. 

Set-off and post-filing credit

Set-off is permissible as a general rule; however, it is prohibited under certain circumstances. In civil rehabilitation and corporate reorganisation, set-off notice must be 
completed by the bar date of the filing the proof of claim. DIP financing is protected as an administrative claim, as a general rule.

Creditor claims and appeals

The creditors must file the proof of unsecured claim in bankruptcy and civil rehabilitation, and the proof of secured and unsecured claim in corporate reorganisation.

Priority claims

Treatment of the priority claims (including but not limited to tax claims and labour claims) differs depending upon the proceedings. 

Major kinds of voidable transactions

Fraudulent conveyance and preferential payment or collateralisation.

Operating and financing during reorganisations

In civil rehabilitation, as a general rule, the debtor company keeps operating the business as a debtor in possession. In the corporate reorganisation, the court-appointed 
trustee will handle the operation of business. In either case, DIP financing is available as a general rule. 

International cooperation and communication

Japan was one of the earliest countries to adopt the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-border Insolvency and enacted the Act on Recognition of and Assistance for 
Foreign Insolvency Proceedings.

Liabilities of directors and officers

Directors and officers may be responsible for their pre-commencement conduct.

Pending legislation

None.
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